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Advice and literature available at E.S.B. Service Centres.
• Non-peak rates are cheaper because when customers
switch from peak time demand E.S.8. production costs
are reduced. The resulting savings are passed on to
customers in the form of cheaper non -peak rates.
Saving with
off-peak space heating rate.
Saving with
off-peak waterheating rate.
Another cost-cutting rate is that which
covers waterheating. This rate is particularly
suitable where a peak time interruption of
electricity supply (at present 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in winter time) would not affect productivity.
You can benefit from this specially reduced
rate if your premises are heated by any type
of electfic heaters other than storage radia-
tors.This rate is specially suitable for premises
where supply interruption dUring peak hours
(at present 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in winter time) is
acceptable. If your premises are used on an
occasional or casual basis then this rate may
be right for you.
Come off that Apeak
and save money
The period of peak demand for electricity at
present is between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. daily. If
you can alter your use of electricity to times
outside this period, you can avail of non-
peak rates and save money. These non-peak
rates are (a) night rate and (b) off-peak day
rate.
Saving with Night Rate
The night-rate offers cost-saving advantages
where storage type heaters are suitable.
Storage type heaters take in heat at night
when cheap electricity is available and re-
lease it when needed during the day.
Storage heating is, in fact. the ideal choice
for commercial premises. It is cheap to instal;
clean in operation and requires no space for
fuel storage.
The night-rate also applies to insulated
water storage cylinders and other electrical
services.
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IBVEX - ALREADY 65 %ADVANCED
BOOKED
IhVex - Ireland's building services exhibition
and I1ectra - Ireland's specialist electrical
engineering exhibition are to run concurrently
next February in the R.D.S.
The two shows will be together for the first
time giving a unique opportunity for everyone
engaged in the services industry to see the latest
developments and trends in both mechanical and
electrical equipment. It is also more than just a
chance to see equipment it represents a comming
together of these allied but separate businesses
and gives an opportunity to discuss mutual
problems and examine where the new electronic
technology is leading to in both businesses. One
of the signs of this union of the businesses is the
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Conference which is to highlight the practical
energy problem faced by' the mechanical and
lighting building services engineers.
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
are also having their bi-annual conference during
the show.
65070 Booked by the End of
August
The Organisers of the show are very pleased with
the bookings so far and in fact at the time of
going to press almost "65% of the space has
been booked for IhVex." As an indication of the
numbers involved the following is a list of those
who are committed to take a stand at the show:
Reconair Ltd, Dan Chambers Ltd, R S L Ireland
Ltd, Tradfire Ltd, Consort Ltd, Runtalrad,
Quadrant Engineers Ltd, Maynell Valves Ltd,
Anderson & Martin Ltd, K B Combustion Ltd,
Cementation, Westinghouse, J J Ventilation,
ESB, Gleeson & Co Ltd, Brooks Thomas, Wilo
Engineering, Hartol, Hep Ltd, EIA, Weldmoore
Ltd, Food Industry Supplies Ltd, Ridge Tools,
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
CAST IRON
BOILER IN IRELAND
Oil or Gas Fired
Outputs from 60.000 btuJh to 604.000 btUih
HeatIng, Ventilating
& Air CondltlOnlnq
Hevac
• Economical
• Reliable
• Corrosion-proof
• Efficient
• Easy Maintenance and Cleaning
• Elegant
• Long-lasting
Contact Brandsn Bracken or Frank Loughran at
376051 or N. Howard at 10211 509153. Lomond
AV$nue. Fairview. Dublin 3. Phone: 37605118.
374533. 379673: Telex: 5827 Cork Office -
Anglesea Terrace. Cork. Phone: 0211509153
Tele.: 8408
----------
2 IHVN News, September 1980
Gas Fired
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Ireland's
Building ~ervices
EXHIBITION
.,....-------------Anyone can
tell you that '81 is going to be a difficult
business year. We can tell you how
to do something positive about it. IhVex
- Ireland's Building Services Exhibition
and ILECTRA - Ireland's Specialist
Electrical Engineering Exhibition
run concurrently next February
in the R.D.S. They represent
the single most effective
marketing opportunity in
'81. Which is why we
suggest you clip the
coupon opposite for
further information and
current stand availability.
Sincc the firsl Ih\'cx in thc cilrl\' iO'" II)('re IlilS I\('\'('r l)('cll illllore ilppropriillc lilllC tl1(\1I no\\' for <Ill cxhibitioll
~cr\'illg 11)(' I\ui\dillg SCr\'i<'('~ IlIdu~try ,I~ 1I1\'C:'\ "0 conlprdl<'lI~i\'('lydocs,
J)ri\lImti< dlilllge~ Ilil\'(' occurred ill Ill<' type of lud bcillg u~ecl for g<'I\('r,lting 1l<',1I ,1IIcl dcclricil~', \\'ilh ,Ill
illcr(',I~illgly rl'illistic \'ic\\' b<'illg lilKCII of tI\(' Iifc of oil ~upply, IIlillluf,lCturer" ot Iw,lIillg, air <OIHliliollillg,
rcfrigerillioll illHI illliecl equiplllellt 11<1\'(' ('Ollcc'lltrillecl on el\('rg~' COIISCr\'iltiOIl lI\('thocls illHI solicl fud burning
,lpplidlH ('",
1I1\'e:'\ 'HI ottcr tl\(' lir"t opportullil~' lor II\(' ilHlu~lry ill IrelancllO lOOK ill ,\Ilcl cli"cu"" tll<' 1I1,1I1y I\('\\' Iypes of
equipl1H'nt illHI "~"lelll~ Ilml \\'illl)(' lIe('('~~,lry lor il~ "ur\'i\'ill ill II\(' fUlurc \\'ithill Ill<' COlltext of a 111,ljor ('Xllil>iliol1,
:\tal1Y quc"tioll~ drc beillg ,1~Kcd of Ill<' fulure - llil." f1l1icli"('clbecl COlllllll,,'ioll 1)('('11 fully cln'('lop('(l'! Ilib tl)(' Iw,11
pUlllp il tllturc ill Ir<'l,IIHl'! \\'illtll<' c11,1Ilge o\'('r to ...olicl 111('\ ill clOII\(' ... ti( I\('illillg CiIU~(' 111'1"... i\'(' ilir pollution'!
Thc~c iIlH!II\(' 111,\I1~ olllcr qll(·"tioll~ rai,,('cl <illl only 1)(' ,\II~\\'c'reclll~ II\(' Ill,\I11lf,H IlIrer... ,lIlcl 1I1\'C:'\ offcr~ a pcrfecI
",c'lIillg 10 Pllt II\(' 1,1< t!-> to Ill<' elltire' l\lIilclillg SC'r\'j( c· ... 111<111"'lr~',
\ Illdjor 11,lIioll,11 (0111('1"('11< c ill (OlljlllH liclIl \\'ilh Ih\'('" 'HI \\ ill ('''dlllil\(' II\(' \'jallle enc'rgy OpticlIl~ fr0l11 tl\('
\'Il'\\'poilll of tl\('ir prilC tical ilpplic alioll 10 Ill<' BlIilclillg SC'r\'ic C'~ IlIclll~lr~',
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"Ireland'sSpecialist Electrical
Engineering Exhibition
•OPENING
TIMES:
Tuesday 11 am - 8 pm
Wednesday 11 am - 8 pm
Thursday 11 am - 8 pm
o Please forward me details of
available exhibition space. We
would be interested in a site of
approximately sq. tt.
o Please contact me to make
an appointment to discuss.
withoul obligation.lhVex +
lIectra '81
DATES:
Tuesday February 17,
Wednesday February 18,
& Thursday February 19, 1981
Address ..... ···························· .
Company·········· .
Name ·.············
Tel. No .
VENUE:
'mmonscourt Exhibition
Complex,
Royal Dublin Society,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
In response to a sustained stron~ c!eman« from the trade. wc me pleased to announce tile major opportunity of
1981 to promote 10 the entirt' Electrical Engineering In<luslry in Ireland at ILECTRA 1981. This major den>lopnwnt
sees the fourth ILECTRA now firmly established as a major take place in the prestigious Royal Dublin Society's
xhibition Halls to run in a seperate Pavilion but concurrently with Ih\'ex. Irelancl"s Building Services Exhibition.
The Electrical Engineering Industry will again find in ILECTRA 1981 a cost (,,(fective marketing platform at this
specialised event. and as with all ITTEX organised exhibitions lLECTR,\ 1981 will provide the exhibitor with an
opportunity to show goods in an impressive setting and in an atmosphere conducive to the best reception of your
pro<luct by the customers you most want to met't.
Irish Trade & Technical
Exhibitions Ltd.
517 Main Street. Blackrock,
Co. Dublin. Ireland.
Telephone: (01) 885001
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 nil III 1111 I 1111
Return this coupon to:
ieeex
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The responsibility
ofbeingbest
means
•
And sometimes that means continuing
development work well beyond just
getting the insulation right. With pipes
and ducts for instance, the finish which
goes on to the insulation is a critical
factor in its performance. So we have
spent the last two years developing a
finish we know to be quite unique.
One which matches today's demanding
standards.
It's called Fibreglass Class '0' and is
now available on FRS 950 pipe insula-
tion and on Flexible and Rigid Duct
insulation. For indoor services, away
from the risk of mechanical abuse, it
offers this range of unmatched benefits:
• It meets the requirements of a Class
'0' surface as laid down in Building
Regulation E.15 1976.
• It achieves Class 1 spread of flame
when tested in accordance with BS 476:
Part 7: 1971.
• As a vapour barrier, it prevents con-
densation on chilled pipes and ducts
without further treatment.
• It requires no decoration and the
white sUrface can be cleaned with
water or mild solvents.
• Unlike canvas, it is not subject to rot
or ageing.
Class '0' is an innovation that pays off
in three ways - simpler specification for
the consultant. simpler stocking for the
merchant and contractor, and simpler
application for the operative. Class '0'
provides in a single finish all that's
needed for hot and cold pipes and ducts,
in both exposed and concealed environ-
ments. And that cuts time, trouble and
costs for everybody.
A good example of innovating with a
purpose - by a company that accepts
the responsibility of being best.
~ Fibreglass Umited Insulation Division 21 Merrion Square North Dublin 2Asubsidiary of Pilkington Brothers Limited8
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N70 BS No 5154
bronll h.,vy duty glte valve.
FlQn rISH'Ig stlm, wlid wedge diSC,
worlt100 pr.uur. lnon shock)
wal.r. 011. ps .od 1Ir:
cDld urvic,- 300 Ibs.fin2. (201)>,s)
SllUr,t,d st"m- '50Ibs./in 2. (35;]OF)
N70 st.nd.rd Iype hot pressed brlU
gill vllve. non flSlOg st.m, solid
wedge dISC, working pressure,
(non shock) wlttr, oil, gls Ind 'jf'-
cold s'rvlce-250 Ibs./in2. 06 bits)
utur.t.d sream-125Ibs./ln2 f35:f'F)
H20 chrom. pl.te btass bill Vllv.,
working pr.ssure, (non shock),
wlt.r.oll,.lr and g.s- 400Ibs./in2.
utur,t.d st,.m - 150Ibs./in2
Apphc6tlOns· hot ,nd cold w.t,r.
comprlsud 'If. ~ru,,/ ps. sO/Vlms.
oJtygln, fu,loil, S"u""d st"m ,rc.
elM sale forged brass compr8SStOf'l gale
valve many'actured to SUit Irish copper plpe,
and mtefchangable With Instantor J67. and
conforms to BS 5154 and 85 86412. Made In
sizes %", %" and ,", The valve has non
riSing stem, ,nd solid wedge disc. Working
pressure (non shock!. Water, od. gas, alf ,
cold servICe 250 psi saturated Sleam : 125 PSI
Temp, 356°F
H8D uOIversal mountll''Ig brass med,
SWing ch.ck v,lv., mllal to met.l
selt working pr.ssure. (non shock)
WlUr.rld'lr-
cold ~fVlC~ 250Ibs./in2. f16/ursJ
hot ~rvtu-125Ibs./in2. f3S]'JF)
ciiiibcrio
, I••• LTD
- Willbrook Rd., Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. Phone 903371
Flair and
Fourways
The launch of Fourways
marks a further step in the
service offered to the trade
by Midland International
Ltd. of Bailieborough, Co.
Cavan, manufacturers of
Flair bathroom and home
improvement products.
Whilst Flair will continue
to deliver fortnightly to
each area of the country -
and weekly to North,
Central and South Dublin
- Fourways will be able to
offer a 24 hour service in
Dublin and 48 hours else-
where for the whole range
of Flair products in all
colours.
The Flair distribution
policy, price and discount
structure remains unchang-
ed - the Fourways service
represents a significant
additional benefit.
The Institute of Domestic
Heating Engineers have an-
nounced details of their
Associate Membership
Diploma Examination
Course to be held as usual
in Bolton Street School of
Technology, Dublin. The
course is two years duration
and is held two evenings a
week.
The course covers all
aspects of Heat Transfers,
Combustion, Systems,
Controls and in particular
the changes that have come
about in the industry since
the return to solid fuel as
the major fuel for new
installations.
Further information can
be had from: College of
Technology, Bolton St.,
Dublin 7, tel: 749913 and
the course reference is E60.
Bennessy Special
Spores Available
R. J. Hennessy & Co Ltd alizes in popular first line
are to open a new premises spare parts only. Hen-
in Lomand Ave, Fairview, nessy's policy is to supply
-Dublin, where they will parts either from stock or
continue to expand their by use of his genuine special
heating spares company by delivery service, parts can
offering a wider range from be had from all over Europe
stock for all kinds of indus- or the UK in 24 hours. The
trial commercial and trade counter can be con-
domestic oil and gas tacted at 373753 or after
burners. There has been a hours emergency service at
need for sometime for this 450367.
kind of service which speci-
Michael Vaughan Trading, Ridgeway Plant,
Denco Miller, Combat, Turnmill Engineering,
Tri Flo, Nu Aire, R F Martin, Concord
Engineering, Hudevad-Britain, SAIRECO
Scandanavian Imports, Euro Pumps, Electr~
Plant, IES Ltd, Pioneer Radiant Products, Ambi
Rad.
A spokesman for ITTEX Ltd the organisers of
the show said that "with bookings coming in at
the rate they are at the moment we will be
booked out by the middle of October."
Further information may be had from ITTEX
Ltd at 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin,
tel: 885001.
IDHE
COURSE
. l
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BOT-LINE ANNOUNCED
Mr. George Col/ey, T.D., Minister for Energy visited IIRS to rel'iew the pro~ress of the National
Energv Conservation Programme. He also toured some of the energy-related seTl'ices (!( the l/IItitute. Picture
shows (left to right): Mr. COTIIIllC Gordon, Manager. Energy Service; Mr. Col/ey; Mr. Martin Cralllel·. Direc{()r-
General; Mr. T. 1. Quinn. Assistont Director-General at the Solar-energ.l' Re~earch Project. .
Cooloir Ceiling Systems
Dublin Smoke Levels
Increases
A new hot-line telephone
information service (Tel:
376666) was announced by
the Minister for Energy,
George Colley, during a
visit to IIRS last month.
The Minister was reveiwing
the progress of the National
Energy Conservation
Programme launched last
year at the request of the
Government as part of
IIRS's Leadership Role in
Energy Conservation. The
new "Hot-Line" will pro-
vide both industry and the
general public with immedi-
ate information and advice
on energy matters and is
housed at IIRS.
The Minister also annou-
nced that he had asked IIRS
and An Foras Forbartha to
establish new thermal
standards for office build-
ings, commercial buildings
and factories. He would be
consulting with the Minister
for the Environment to
determine where such
standards needed to be
made mandatory.
IIRS are currently pre-
paring 15 specialised
booklets covering particular
aspects of energy use show-
ing how savings can be
achieved. They will be pub-
lished within the next six
months and 4,000 copies of
each booklet would be dis-
tributed free. Suitable for
the office or plant manager,
they will cover such matters
The switch from oil to solid
fuel over the past year has
resulted in an increase of 15
per cent in the level of
smoke in Dublin City. It
has also meant a reduction
of 12 per cent in the level of
sulphur dioxide.
These figures were reveal-
ed in the annual report
from Dublin Corporation's
environmental pollution
unit. They show a reversal
in the downward trend in
smoke-pollution levels over
recent years, bringing the
city back to the 1974/75
winter levels. The report, in
fact, points out that the
,
as insulation, the use of
control systems for energy
saving and flash steam
recovery. Leaflets, posters
and stickers to encourage
energy conservation are
also being prepared by
HRS.
A new Energy Conser-
vation Award Scheme was
also announced. Five separ-
ate competitions will cover
the industrial and commerc-
movement towards solid
fuel usage could lead to dif-
ficulties in complying with
certain proposed EEC
values in smoke levels, es-
pecially if coupled with ad-
verse climatic conditions.
On the other hand, the
switch-over to solid fuel has
contributed to a reduction
in the atmospheric level of
sulphur dioxide which is
one of the pollutants associ-
ated with oil burning.
The burning of solid fuel
in open fires is one of the
main contributory factors
in the increase of smoke
levels.
ial sectors, the home, the
farm and energy-saving
inventions. Judges for these
competitions will be drawn
from various institutions,
including IIRS.
The Minister toured some
of the energy-related
With a growing demand for
fully integrated ceilings, a
new diffuser designed speci-
fically to integrate with
various ceiling systems and
so become part of the ceil-
ing suspension grid, has be-
come available on the Irish
market through Coolair
Limited of Tallaght. Manu-
factured by Barber &
Colman, for whom Coolair
are sole Irish distributors,
the new system is suitable
for integration with lay-in,
concealed grid or snap-in
tile ceiling types.
The ceiling grid is built
up from a series of indivi-
dual interlocking members
which includes live and
dummy diffuser sections
and main and cross tee sec-
s~rvices of the HRS, inclu-
dIng the EEC-aided Solar
Research Project, the
National Boiler Testing Ser-
vice, the lEA Biomass
Information Service and the
new Energy Hot-Line Tele-
phone Information Service.
tions. Air distribution is
controlled by series of
single air pattern blades
capable of being easily
switched to give the desired
air discharge pattern.
Commented Coolair Dir-
ector John Lawlor "This is
a highly versatile ceiling
system which can also be
provided as a basic tee-bar
grid system. And by incor-
porating the new Barber &
Colman laminar-flow panel
system, it is also ideal for
use in hospital operating
theatres. "
P.S. John is recovering at
the moment from a mishap
on the tennis court and is
nursing a very sore leg. Best
wishes for a speedy re-
covery.
Ed.
8 IHVN News, September 1980
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carlyle from Iker
is energy efficiency
® ModlAlirte aM fIlodubox
VAV fJY~ms with in"etent
~·tJalarlcin9 5avin9S
® Unikgl cOfl\Ruter
ptbqr~mme ~s ~ 1= -':.
irJ tY:hI~t 't01A Irl
e;,electiOf\ Of -the rt\O~t ette:terI effic.ie~t $'r->tem
~~ ~~~~~?~~r~~~~~~ing
-. . 9a Cherryhill Road, Dundonald, Belfast BTl6 OJH. Tel: Dundonald 5235 Telex: 747681
-the airI'-IWVI~ Iearler Washington Road, Unit lOB, Abbotsinch Industrial Estate. Paisley PAJ 4ET
---..-.PJ Tel: Glasgow 887 0551 Telex: 779406
Also Edinburgh (Tel: Edinburgh 5531720)
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j NEWS
The July BTU golf outing
was helcl in Howth Gc. The
day was sponsored by B&E
Boilers and on a day _of
indifferent scoring the foll-
owing were the victors on
the day.
Over winner - Brian
Farrell.
Class I - 1st: Michael
Devoy; 2nd: Michael Wyse.
Class 2 - 1st: Mike
Askey; 2nd: John Ennis.
Class 3 1st: Des
O'Gorman; 2nd: A
Synnot.
1st 9 - 1st: Bernard
Sweeney; 2nd: Terry Glee-
son.
2nd 9 1st: Tony
Delaney; 2nd: Joe O'Reilly.
Visitors 1st: Matt
Reilly; 2nd: Garry Stewart:
3rd: Mark Rogers.
Water and Effluent Treat-
ment Plant, 2 December,
1980 Burlington Hotel.
For further details write
to: Industrial Education
Officer, HRS, Ballymun
Road, Dublin 9. Telephone:
370101 ext. 343.
CONSUMER AFFAUlS LAUNCH
Instaheat New Home
IIRS Seminars
Instaheat Limited and Whitkil Limited have moved to new
premises at ewtown Industrial Estate, Coolock, Dublin
5. These premises are combined offices, showrooms and
stores. The telephone numbers are 477711 (3 lines)
474907 and 474820 but they will have no telex for approx.
two months.
The new address is as follows:-
Instaheat Limited,
Instaheat House.
Unit C3.
~ewtown Industrial Estate.
Coolock.
Dublin 5.
I'm sure that the investment in these new premises and
combined facilities will ensure a quicker and better service
to all their customers. Good luck in your new abode.
The Institute for Industrial
Research & Standards
recently announced two
further seminars that may
be of interest.
I) ·Industrial Waste Heat
Recovery, 2 October, 1980
Gersham Hotel, and
2) Efficient Operation of
The sponsors pictured here with the winners of the day.
10 IHVN News, September 1980
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NEwsl
It lelee/ioll of/he Dro//llrd ill-lille eire//I(l/ill~ IJIIIlIf}\ IIlld Ilo'l'lIrrl m/Ill"\' 1'111111" //I'//i///hle lrolll /fulAel' Ill'
COlldi/iollill~Lillli/ed.
and pressure relief valves.
The Drcuard and How-
ard pumps, like Girdlestone
Pumps, are available in
Ireland only from the Allied
Products Division, Walker
Air Conditioning Limit~d,
Dublin.
pharmaceutical, brewing,
chemical and textile indus-
tries. Capacities range from
100 to 10,000 gallons per
hour in sizes from \/2 up to
4". They are available with
many useful optional extras
including steam jacketing
from I to 50m3/hr at temp-
eratures of up to 110°C.
Drouard also have a bronze
pump suitable for second-
ary hot water.
The Howard pumps are
for specialist applications
within the food, dairy,
Two new ~d!~ Pumps from Walker
ships for the 32 Counties
for specialist pumps have
been won by the Allied Pro-
ducts Division of Walker
Air Conditioning Limited,
Dublin. They are for
Drouard in-line circulating
pumps manufactured by
Paris based Moteurs Drou-
ard and for Howard stain-
less steel rotary pumps
manufactured by Howard
Pneumatic Engineering Co.
Ltd., of Eastbourne.
"These two additional
product lines, which com-
plement our Girdlestone
Pumps distributorship, give
us a complete offering in
quality pumps" said Walk-
r Sales Director, Michael
Juckley.
The Drouard in-line cir-
culating pumps are particu-
larly suitable for applica-
tions in the heating, ventila-
ting and air conditioning
market. Pumps are of the
canned rotor type and are
available in single or twin
pump sets. Capacities range
-----SoLe Irish Agents
OAN CHAMBERS LTO,
Have now moved to
57/58 North Brunswick Street,
Dublin 7. Tel: 720971, 720448,
720555.
IHVN 9/80
SLOW SLOW
QUICI( QUICK
SLOW
Youre looKing at the new Eurofoil cased axial fan from Roof Units,
The reference to tempo isn't a throwbacK to your ballroom dancing days, but
to the way the Eurofoil waltzes through a wide range of variable speed settings.
All at the fliCK of a switch, A distinct improvement on the limited altemative
of varying impeller blades favoured by the competition.
With a double flange and a range of sizes from 300mm-100omm, we cant
thinK of an appliCation Eurofoil couldn t cope with.
For good measure, an epoxoid resin is electrostatically bonded to the metal
to give a tough, long lasting finish, And then the whole unit is painted to
showroom standard.
Eurofoil is driven by the breathtaKing extemal axial flow rotor motor. And the
whole unit comes pre-assembled and pacKed in one carton ready for installation.
In fact, the only thing about Eurofoil that won t taKe your breath away is the
priCe.
EII.,.~n'Dlnn Cased Axial Fans...~.l./~UL.:JSlim. Compact. very controllable.
------------Please send me literature on Eurofoil fans.Name _
Company _
Address _
Peartree Lane, Dudley, DY2 OOU.
~Iephone Brlerley Hili 103841 74062
1l!Iex 335696 RUNITS G
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] NEWS
AFF ANNUAL
REPORT
The annual report of An
Foras Forbatha contained a
very comprehensive section
on energy conservation
some of which was publish-
ed earlier in the year in
HVN but the conclusions
reached were of immense
interest to the H&V
industry. Recognising the
importance of establishing
a comprehensive data-base
to guide the formulation of
energy conservation polic-
ies, particular attention has
been given by An Foras
Forbartha during 1979/80
to establishing patterns of
energy use in Irish houses
and road trapsnortation,
and establishing the poten-
tial for energy conservati-
on.
Surveys of heating and
occupancy patterns show
that the temperatures of
Irish houses (l3-15°C) are
relatively low compared to
other countries. While heat-
ing patterns in Irish houses
conserve energy, the actual
]
Braithwaite & Co. Structur-
al Limited have appointed
McCraig Collim Limited of
6-8 Greenwood Avenue,
Belfast BT4 3JJ, as their
agents, for the sale of
Pressed Steel Tanks in
Northern Ireland.
This move complements
the recent agreement with
Finheat Limited of 34 Wat-
ling Street, Dublin 8, to
promote the Company's
products in Southern Ire-
land.
Braithwaite
in Belfast
tolerate a reduction of I to
3°C in house temperatures.
If systems with an effici-
ency of 50% or more are
used, the change-over could
reduce annual heating costs
by as much as one quarter
or £90 per household. In
particular, however, with
the systems of lower effici-
ency the major impacts of
switching from oil to solid
fuel heating are likely to be
a saving on oil imports
together with greater securi-
ty of fuel supplies for
domestic heating rather
than any marked reduction
in energy consumption.
simpler "do-it-yourself"
measures, such as cylinder
lagging and attic insulation,
as well as weather stripping.
Comparisons of private
estate housing completed in
1976 and 1978 indicate
encouraging trends towards
improved insulation levels
in new houses, especially in
roofs and floors.
Surveys undertaken by
the Institute of domestic
heating systems indicate
that while open fires with
back boilers are the stand-
ard in recently completed
local authority houses, oil-
fired radiator systems
continue to constitute the
dominant (53070) heating
systems in recently built pri-
vate estate houses. The
installation of solid fuel
central heating systems is,
however, increasing more
rapidly than oil-fired
systems, especially outside
of Dublin.
Further to this the studies
undertaken by An Foras
Forbartha indicate that
while switching from oil to
solid fuel would save oil
imports, it could increase
domestic energy consump-
tion (5% nationally or 30070
for a house with full central
heating) unless the
occupants are prepared to
energy savings and the
potential for further savings
in domestic energy are less
than are frequently assum-
ed.
The potential en~rgy con-
servation from a general
programme aimed at
upgrading the insulation
levels of all existing Irish
houses (roofs, walls and
windows) is estimated by
An Foras Forbartha as 9%
of domestic energy consum-
ption or 3% of national
primary consumption. Be-
cause of the higher temper-
atures of centrally heated
houses, maximum national
energy savings the least
expenditure would be achi-
eved by concentrating on
improving the insulation
levels of these houses, most
or which are also of
relatively recent construc-
tion. Analysis undertaken
by An Foras Forbartha of
the cost effectiveness of a
range of domestic insulati-
on measures shows the
-=~~~~~~~~~~~absolute cost-effectiveness
::: of the least expensive and
Hunter Waste
Fittings
Waste fittings in push-fit
black polypropylene have
been introduced by Hunter
Plastic Industries Ltd to
complement their black
UPVC soil and vent sys-
tems.
The black PP waste fitt-
ings include couplers,
bends, tees and bracke~s in
36 mm and 43 mm Sizes,
have push-fit jointing and
incorporates the improved
Hunter seal. Solvent cement
must not be used. Connec-
tion to soil pipe systems is
by the use of boss pipes or
insert bosses provided.
Hunter products are
available through Ward &
Goldstone (Ireland) Ltd,
Cork Plastics Ltd, and W H
Martin Plastics Ltd.
Pictured left to right: Charles H. Clayton, Manager, David Brown Case; Jim Heffeman, Pre ident, Lighthouse
Club; Terry El/is, winner frolll David Brown Case; Dennis Call1pbel/, Managing Director, Ingersol/ Rand Ltd.;
Padraid McGarrigle, David Brown Case at the Lighthouse Club golf outing at Hermitage.
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New Factoring
Outlet
Sean Kennedy
Retires
Sean Kennedy, Group Mar-
keting Manager of Wavin
Pipes Ltd, has retired after
20 years service with
Wavin. Mr Kennedy was re-
sponsible for opening up
overseas markets for the
company's products, as
well as promoting the
company in Ireland. His
travels took him to Austra-
lia, the Middle East, Africa
and the West Indies.
Robey Reliability
fROBIV
A Newell Dunlord Comp.nv
S.L, Combustion Services LtO.,
laherdane. Ballyvolane, Cork, Tel: Cork 501411.
S.L. Combustion Services Ltd.•
158 Castlereagh Rd.. Belfast BT5 5FT. Tel: Belfast 59282.
When reliability and quality are required Robey are chosen again and again.
"In mwt y_"" cWlvery~ b pecbged
....... C8I'l be ....t from _ • .-.Iv. 8todl .....,.,..."
Fourways is a new Irish
subsidiary of the well known
international factoring org-
anisation and is a member
of the Graham Group.
They will hold stocks in Ire-
land of a wide range of
correctly and will hold a rm~~~:l~~~:=:!=.~~~~~~~~l~large stock of spares at theirDublin, Galway and Limer-
ick offices to back up and
service requirements.
L R Wood Ltd., of Pearse
Street and Lenwood Cash &
Carry of Farkview, off
Westland Row, are moving
to No: 8, Goldenbridge
IndustrIal Estate, Inchi-
core, Dublin 8.
The Goldenbridge Indus-
trial E;state is situated only
I Y2 mdes, as the crow flies,
from ~earse Street, and is
along SIde the Grand Canal
which is very accessible for
city and country customers
and with ample parking
space. The move is expected
to take place shortly, more
definite date will be anno-
unced when known.
Reconair-Denco Miller Link Up
.-.- ---..,.
At the si!(nin!( of the Recol/air Ltd al/d Dem'o Miller distribll'.Orship aKreelllell'. (Iefl to right) Chris Reel'e.\.
E.IPO:I Sales Manager. Denco Mtll~r; Han:v Spei!(hl. Sales Director. Del/CO Miller; fi'ed Cool/e.\'. A1al/agil/~
Dlreuor. Reconatr Ltd.; and TOIII fiellltng. Sales Mal/ager. Recol/wr Ltd.
Denco Miller and Reconair
Ltd have recently concluded
a distributorship agree-
ment, this agreement coin-
cides with the launching by
Denco Miller of an improv-
ed range of equipment -
close control air condition-
ing applications - which is
based on their long estab-
lished and highly successful
uipment range. The new
ncept of construction
allows all models in the
range to be taken through a
standard size door and
reduces time spend in ass-
embling equipment. It also
has the advantage of accep-
ting additional units to
cater for increased duty
without the necessity to
stop ;'in existing unit.
25 years have now passed
since Denco Miller installed
their initial purpose built
computer air conditioning
plant and with the signing
of the new agreement
Reconair have placed an
order for six units for a
Government Department
project. In regards to ser-
vice, Reconair will be obvi-
ously handling all new
orders but they actively
peruse existing equipment
installations to ensure the
equipment is operating
[----------------------":""':":NE---w~sl
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Boilers from Bray
Chromalux
ers, humidification, plating
tanks, jacketed vessels, pla-
tens and preses.
Both boilers are of com-
pletely packaged design and
the simple connection
piping and wiring say
costly installation charges.
The boilers are compact,
thus saving floor space, and
are quiet and safe in opera-
tion.
Quadrant Engineers Ltd
have been recently appoin-
ted agents for Bray Chrom-
alox.
Bray Chromalux Limited,
the Leeds-based specialists
in industrial process and
space heating equipment,
market high quality packag-
ed electric hot water boilers
and steam boilers. The
former are designed for use
in systems involving com-
mercial and industrial heat-
ing, domestic water heat-
ing, swimming pool heating
and dishwasher boosting,
while the steam boilers are
ideal for use with baking
ovens, autoclaves, steriliz-
------------'
kitchen and bathroom units Bannard and Dr. Mike
and many other fittings for Pomeroy, who have had
which they will have exclus- Coal Research in Ireland considerable experience in
ive franchise in Ireland. the coal industry and on
The new company will fluidised bed combustion
service department stores, The European Coal and principle, the building of a research in Britain. The
hardware merchants, Steel Community has 45MW station at Arigna Limerick Institute has
kitchen speciality shops and decided to help finance and the extended employ- extensive, well-equipped
the building trade. This research into the possible ment of coal miners in the workshops and laboratori-
means that the public need extended use of low grade area. es, and a good selection of
not have delay in obtaining native coal by the ESB for Work will go on at the monitoring and analysing
from stores and obviates the generation of electricity, NI HE under Dr. John equipment.
the need for retailers to tie using the fluidised bed tech- ...... .,
up money in stocks. nique to burn the coal.
Their range includes: The Community has
Gaggenau - built-in kitch- approved a grant of £80,000
en equipment; Eastham - towards the research which
built-in and self-assembly is to be carried out at the
kitchens; Eastham Burco - NIHE in Limerick. The
kitchen appliances; Hygena money, and a grant of
- self-assembly kitchens; £25,000 from the National
Grovewood - kitchens; Board for Science and
Fordham - bathroom ac- Technology, will be used
cessories; Flair - bath- mainly to investigate the
room products; Bartol - burning of high sulphur
building drainage products; anthracite from the South
Carron - stainless steel Leinster coalfield.
sinks. This follows a previous
Fourways can be grant from the EEC for re-
contacted at Fourways search into the use of low
Home & Leisure (Ireland) ! gtade "crow coal" in the
Limited, 18, 3/4, Unit 18, Arigna area. This research
Clondalkin Industrial Es- has resulted in the Minister
tate, Co. Dublin, tel: for Energy approving, in
593166.
The Complete Heating and
Ventilation Service from
EURENCO~ES
Perimeter Heating Systems
G.R.P. Sectional Liquid Storage Tanks
Radiant Heating Panels and Strip
Grilles, Difusers and Flexible Ducting
Featuring:- _
I:
+ Cembat Air Heaters
I~ Powe'ed and NaMal VentHat;on
EURENCO
Full insulation service available for all construction requirements.
EURENCO SALES LTD 106 The Coombe, Dublin 8.Tel: 755557 Telex: 4147
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Because radiant heaters
warm objects directly
without heating the air
there is no wastage of
energy on heating empty
spaces. The Re-Verber Ray
range of overhead radiant
heaters extends from 30,000
to 160,000 Btu's and all
come complete with fully
automatic ignition systems.
Part of the ne\\' Walkair range ofde hU/llid(fien f/'O/ll
Walker Air Conditioning Ltd,
Energy Saving at Buckleys
Our photograph shows Brendan Scanlon of F. & T. Buckley discussing the nell' syste/ll lI'it" Adrian Ryal/ o{
Pioneer Radiant Products Limited,
New
Walker
Dehumidifiers
At a recent exhibition in
Dublin Walker Air Conditi-
oning took the opportunity
to introduce the WalkAir
range of condense driers
(dehumidifiers). These units
are manufactured by
Dantherm and marketed
under the trade name Walk-
Air in the U.K. and Ireland
by Walker Air Condition-
ing. The units have capaci-
ties ranging from 25 litre/24
hours to 300 litre/24 hour
and are suitable for applica-
tions in the building,
electronics, brewing,
timber, paper and textile
industries.
Heolmerchonls
Old millwheel systems are
to be used to generate elect-
ricity for lighting and
heating two new office and
laboratory blocks at UCG.
University College,
Galway, has bought two
disused flour mills on the
River Corrib, which flows
through the city centre, and
college experts are design-
ing generating turbines
which will be powered by
the river to combat oil
costs.
A spokesman for UCD
said: "I am not sure yet
w powerful the new
_erator will be, but we
ope to use water power as
the prime mover".
Under the Galway city's
draft development plan a
major emphasis is to be
placed on preserving city
waterways and all mill-
wheels and millraces.
F & T Buckley of Robin- uniform spread of heat
hood Road, Dublin have Buckleys expect to be able
recently completed the to cut iheir heating bills by
installation of a new heat- at least 50070 in the coming
ing system in their general heating season.
showrooms. The heaters are "We had seen this system
of the overhead radiant used in many other appli-
type which are manufactur- cations and considered it to
ed by Pioneer Radiant be the most efficient and
Products Limited of Ken- practical method of large
Talking to Heatmerchants mare. Because each heater area heating available" said
Ltd in Kilkenny recently is controlled individually Mr. Brendan Scanlon who
they tell me that their Ber- and produces an instant is Manager of the store.
ton Canada series boiler is t------------------------------------,
selling very well for them
rough their Athlone as
11 as their Kilkenny out-
•. The boiler is a multi fuel
unit with two separate com-
bustion chambers which are
highly effecient in opera-
tion. Apart from the high
effeciency the boiler has a
further plus which is a
quality finish to the casing,
so you have a unit that not
only preforms well, it looks
well. Apart from the
Canada boiler Eamonn
Walsh tells me that Heat-
merchants are also market-
ing a Mercure boiler,
Metaloterm flues, Cosytube
pipe insulation, Baltur oil
and gas burners and also
the Enterprise cooker.
Heatmerchants seem to
have the market very well
covered indeed and
Eamonn Walsh or Larry
O'Neill will be only too
pleased to give you further
information on their
product range.
1 . N~E;;;.,,;;.W.;.....;;...oSI
Millwheel
atUCG
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The Economic Scene and Our
Problems
Once a year the President of the
United States goes on television and
radio to present his "State of the
Union" message. It is highly pro-
bable that that message this year
contained little good news, as from
what we know of American politics
and industry it is having difficulties.
If one was asked to present a
similiar message on behalf of the
heating industry in Northern Ireland,
the message would contain little good
news.
The cut back in private housing
development has practically been
90070 and of course this has a serious
effect on the amount of work avail-
able to the domestic trade. In the
Belfast area many of the firms are
depending on the extension of clean
air zones and Housing Executive
work.
Those who are lucky enough k) get
private work are having to be very
competitive in their pricing, though
the work is of quite a high standard
particularly in the provision of luxury
bathrooms and kitchens.
The show down in major industrial
projects is indicated by the number of
firms which price work when it comes
out to tender and the same applies to
semi-commercial work such as
schools, offices etc. One small con-
tract recently, of about £9,000 value,
had eventeen firms competing fiercly
for the work.
A second problem which is now
arising is that of cash flow. It is safe
to say that many supplier's are
carrying immense credits.
The cost of money lying out, is a
serious matter today and frankly few
people in this industry can afford it.
Already there are rumours circulating
of both supplier~ and contractors
being in difficulties and there is no
doubt if the suppliers decide to move
to reduce their outstanding credits
then some contractors may go out of
business.
The secret is, of course, to control
cash flow. Credit control is essential
to modern business large or small,
contractors and suppliers would be
well advised to set up such a unit
within their organisation.
It should be remembered that the
~etting up of credit control does not
cure the problem, particularly if the
figures received from it have no
16 IHVN News. SepTember 1980
bearing on the exact situation at the
time of discussion.
Recent experience indicated a situa-
tion where in a certain company, the
three months figures were being dis-
cussed, revealing a serious situation.
Investigation disclosed that the
figures being discussed while
presented at the end of the month,
were in fact three weeks old and the
actual situation at the time of discus-
sion were indeed very much worse
than the figures under discussion.
One would like to offer a solution
to the problems, but one must accept
that the heating trade is unfortunately
caught up in the general recession and
under such conditions the only advice
that can be offered is to be careful.
Contractors and suppliers should
both in turn ensure that their clients
are of sound financial structure,
neither should they allow credit to
become extended - remember the
old adage the three month debt starts
in the second month.
•The Commercial Products Division
of Potterton International recently
announced the appointment of Bal-
lentine Watson Lld as their agents
in Northern Ireland. Martin Watson
has been involved in the heating trade
for several years in contracting and
consulting and will bring his wide
experience of this market in partner-
ship with Stuart Ballentine to
continue to develop sales and service
of the product range.
The Avon One and Two series of
oil-fired cast iron sectional boilers
from 160,000 to 680,000 Btu/hr to-
gether with the Conway and Isis
range from 500,000 to 3,200,000
Btu/hr, will continue to be available
through our appointed distributor
stockists.
Two new but well proven cast-iron
sectional boilers, the M .E.G. and
N.G. 100 series with outputs on solid
fuel from 600,000 to 7,600,000 and
up to 9,000,000 on oil are now avail-
able. For further information on the
products, please phone: Ballentine
Watson Ltd., Belfast 50425 or write
to: 62 The Mount, Belfast.
•
With most activities in the heating
industry in Northern Ireland being
confined at this time of the year to
either the golf course or lying beside
the swimming pool in some sunny
clime we are this month directing our
interests in two main directions, one,
seeing our problems, the otht!r an
assessment of modern heating as seen
by the ultimate customer.
Let us deal with the second - firt.
During the summer months, there
was held an Energy Conservation
Competition for schools. The UK was
divided into areas and the winners
were to be invited to London to
receive their prizes and meet such
people as Magnus Pike. One of the
finalists was Castlereach College of
Further Education who though not
being the eventual winner certainly
enjoyed the trip, particulariy as it co-
incided with the Northern Ireland -
England game at Wembley, which of
course saw the visitors winning.
The N. I. Energy Managers Group
decided to sponsor the competition
locally and to award prizes for the
local area winners.
The winner of the Senior Group
was Friends School Lisburn, repr
sented by Keith Pratt.
In his submission, Keith presented
a paper containing his thoughts as to
how energy conservation could be
achieved at his school and in the
design and administration of school
heating generally.
Keith, not being involved at this
stage in any of the activities relative
to either heating or its design has been
able to look at the problem with a
clear and unfettered mind, and while
all his ideas may not be "commer-
cially" practical there are many
which are worthy of consideration by
both planners and administrators.
It is for the foregoing reasons that
we present and we believe you will
find interesting the paper "Energ\':
Conservation in School Heating" b
Keith Pratt.
•
Conservation in School Heating
by Keith Pratt
The theme of this project is energy
use in the school environment. This
topic i of great importance in an era
where energy resources must be more
efficiently used. The most relevant
aspect of energy use in the school
environment is the tehcnique of
energy conservation. Thus much of
this project deals with practical con-
servation measures and their
importance to the school
environment.
Energy in the Classroom
The most significant form of class-
room heat-loss is through draughts.
More rigorous draught prevention is
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thus necessary to limit draught circul-
ations within classrooms. A greater
degree of taping around door and
window edges provides a cost-effec-
tive solution to one form of heat loss.
A common situation in many
schools is the accidental measure of
leaving classroom windows
overnight. The resulting heat-loss
causes discomfort to the following
morning's class, and also encourages
excess demand on the school heating
system. Such situations might be
made less frequent by the develop-
ment of a system regulating the
degree to which windows could be
opened and the number and position
of such windows. Any relevant safety
factors would have to be considered
- but some scheme out to be
applicable to future classrooms.
The positioning of radiators or
Itniiar heating devices must also be
borne in mind when considering
draughts. Ideally, they should be
situated such that the convection
current which they create do not have
a significant degree of intersection
with draught causing windows and
doors. With the common standardiz-
ation of classrooms withing school
buildings, a standardized classroom
heating system with optimum
radiator positioning would be a very
worthwhile exercise for future school
buildings.
Light is the next major factor to be
considered in classroom energy use.
The most fundamental idea for
energy use reduction is the introduc-
tion of fluorescent lighting in every
school classroom. Considering the
long period for which classroom
lights are usually on, the fluorescent
system is much more economical, yet
providing a source of light of excell-
ent quality. Four fluorescent tube
lights provide sufficient light for the
average classroom, with a saving of
around 70010 on the previous bulb
lighting.
At present, the heating system for
many schools is based on an oil boiler
heating water which flows through
classroom radiators. In view of the
fact that it would be impossible to
radically change the existing system, I
have decided to make some sugges-
tions as to how it might be made more
effective. Research indicates that
radiator dimensions should be quite
long and relativel~ narrow (perhaps
ULSTER NEWsl
0.4 x I.5m).
Their positioning ought to be deter-
mined with respect to draught consi-
derations. Also, the procedure for a
reflective foil or paint surface on wall
behind the radiator would reduce
heat loss to the supporting wall. This
technique is a basic application of
reflection of Infra-Red radiation.
Classroom windows provide
another area for investigation.
Generally speaking, heat loss
(through windows) during cold
weather is considerable. However, it
is unlikely that a cost effective repla-
cement for glass is to be found
because of the well advanced techni-
ques of glass production which
maintains its relatively low cost. A
balance must be struck between heat
loss through windows and the value
of light penetration through
windows. Thus there would appear to
be little reason for changing the
present glass content of classrooms.
Although not economically viable
in present schools, the use of double
glazing for windows in schools to be
built in the future is a worthwhile
measure. Reduction of both heat loss
and noise are viable assets to the
"3 Heavy Fuel Oil Storage Tanks at Manchester, Total Capacity 450,000 Gallons"
BORSARI & CO
CH-8702 ZOLLlKON-ZURICH SWITZERLAND
Telephone: 010 411 65 86 55
Established 1873
FUEL OIL
STORAGE TANKS
OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
TILE-LINED
IDEAL FOR ALL GRADES OF OIL
COLD WATER
STORAGE TANKS
OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
WITH SPECIAL LININGS
Built underground or in basements
in any shape, size or capacity
IN FACTORIES, SCHOOLS,
UNIVERSITIES, HOSPITALS, OFFICE
BLOCKS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
HOUSING SCHEMES
(DISTRICT HEATING)
NO CORROSION-NO MAINTENANCE
Successfully in use
since 1900
Erection on site - quick service
Many British and Continental references
Estimates and Representative's visit free
of charge
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Alternative Energy Sources
As oil supplies come to an end over
the next few decades, synthetic fuels,
coal and nuclear power, would
appear to be the most important types
of power that will be used in Great
Britain. Solar power is not really
viable because of the limited amount
of sunshine experienced in Britain.
The photovoltic conversion of solar
energy by the solar cell method is a
possibility for an additional source of
power. The cell uses semiconductor
principle to generate electricity when
exposed to sunlight. They are useful
because they function even on over-
cast days, but as yet they are very
expensive.
A more realistic possibility to
complement a school's energy system
may be found in wind power. Many
parts of Britain experience a suffici-
ent wind condition throughout th
year. The system is attractive for
school use because the majority of
schools have quite high buildings
which provide suitably exposed loca-
tions for a windmill device.
Consequently the windmill could be
used with a small generator to assist
in the production of electricity for a
few classrooms in a building. Much
fruitful research has been carried out
investigating the windmill concept,
and many well-tested designs provide
scope for a reliable system of value to
a school environment. The basic
requirement for design are that the
windmills be unaffected by changes in
wind direction, have automatically
adjusting sails for variable wind
speeds and the capacity to survive
violent weather conditions. Advanced
design of such systems have been
completed, thus providing a lucrative
future energy source in the school
environment.
I...:U:...=L:.=;S...:..:TE=R.;;...:N:...::.;E::..;W;.;;..S::..- --:-_-:-- -:-- J
school environment, and a likely cut conserve energy and would thus be boiler. Such systems might have
of 10070 of heat loss would result. attractive to the schools energy scope on a limited basis for school
A further consideration for the conservation efforts. kitchens and laboratories.
design of future schools are the Insulation is not merely restricted At present the majority of schools
dimensions of rooms and buildings. to the concept of additional low are effectively limited to basic energy
As heat loss is through the surface conducting media between wall conservation techniques. The use of
area of these units, the most efficient surfaces. Inded, the materials of higher grade (and more efficient) fuel
volume: surface area ratio ought to which buildings are made may well be oils and careful maintenance of boiler
be used. Adopting this idea would developed to an extent where systems are an example of the type of
involve the design of cubic shape - structures will be designed with schemes which are most easily
perhaps architects are becoming more greater insulating capacity employed - in fact, they have been
energy conscious! However, themselves. Such developments lie in successfully adopted in my school.
individual classrooms could not the hands of our structural engineers Much of the prospective field for
adopt the cubic design because of the and material scientists, but there conservation demands further refine-
impractical height of rooms and would appear to be scope for worth- ment before it is viable for school and
consequent wasted heat. Ceilings while investigation. Ideally, one may public use, but inevitably future
could perhaps be lowered 20-50cm in envisage walls being of a sandwich of schools must be prepared to employ
conventional classroom design with a layers of materials with variious the maximum number of conserva-
significantly reduced volume to heat. energy conservation attributes. tion measures.
All these schemes lie very much in the Insulating layers alternating with
hands of the designers of our future metallic reflective surface to reduce
generations of schools, but provide a 10 s of Infra Red radiation.
useful appreciation of the scope for Thermostatic control devices have
various energy conservation methods. gained commercial success and
Having taken several measures to provide an obvious technique applic-
reduce heat loss it is also worth able to the school environment. As
considering one necessary form of with many of the measures discussed,
heat loss - ventilation. Ventilation they are most economically adopted
can be in many forms, beginning with by new schools buildings. Thus
imply an open window and progress- regulated temperature would avoid
ing to a fully automatic ventilation wasteful excess heat. In my school a
system. In future schools a system of simpler measure has been to cut off
ventilation not unlike that found all heat to the boarder pupil accom-
in the air conditioned office blocks of modation during the day, with a
USA could be incorporated in our significant energy saving. It is
schools. Fresh clean air could be possible to predict that future
circulated through classrooms thermostatic control systems might be
through wall vents and extractor computer-linked. With the impact of
vents in the ceiling would remove the microelectronics, many more schools
stale air from the classroom. The may have computers. Thus their
advantage of such a system is seen in integration into the energy conserva-
that if a heat exchanger is used, the tion effort would be in monitoring
stale hot air may give up a significant heat delivery throughout a school.
proportion of its heat to the fresh but Perhaps a timetable linked system
cooler out ide air as it passes along could assure most efficient use of
~pccial heal exchanger tubes. classrooms such that those not in use
In an effort 10 reduce energy loss in have an automatic shut-down of heat
nl\' ~chool. sc\eral measures have and lighting. The computer system
been taken of which perhaps the most ought also to yield valuable data for a
mundane. yet highly effective has school relating costs, efficiency, find-
been in the adapting of school doors. ing faults, monitoring heat supply
All outer doors are now on spring and demand and thus enhancing
hinger so that they cannot be left overall efficiency.
open, and major entrances to build- With an emphasis on energy con-
ings have a double door system which servation, it also important not to
helps reduce heat loss. These methods forget the aspect of recycling of heat
have been successful - the are cost- in the school environment. As previ-
effective and easily installed and ously mentioned, air ventilation
maintained. systems provide scope for this
The topic of conversation appears scheme. Also, the recycling of waste
in almost any discussion of energy water heat ought to be possible. A
conservation. Most schools have form of heat exchanger could be used
adequate roof insulation, and as whereby hot water could be pumped
energy costs rise many more may through a heat exchanger with cold
install cavity wall insulation. Both of fresh water, helping to raise the cold
these well developed schemes are water temperature which could be
proven in their ability to help further heated in a conventional
18 IHVN News. Seplember 1980
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ZONF...I
SWEDEN'S WIND POWER
DEVELOPMENTS
In the final part of this two part series on wind power, Don Hinrichsen looks
at how far Sweden have gone in testing wind turbines. The experience of
Sweden will be a very useful indicator to the EEC funded Irish experiments
planned for West Coast locations.
Sweden is situated in the "belt of
westerly winds" which means that, to
begin with, there is enough wind
~nergy that can economically tapped.
l\nalysis of the meteorological data
established that across some 12,000
square kms - mostly along Sweden's
picturesque west coast, in the
province of Sk~ (south), on the
islands of bland and Gotland (off the
east coast) and in parts of the
province of Upland - the winds blow
at least 7 meters per second during
half the year at a height of 100 meters
above the ground.
Another crucial factor - Sweden's
potential wind energy is greater in the
winter than in the summer. This also
happens to be precisely the time of
the year when Swedes use the most
electricity in valiant efforts to brigh-
ten up days where the sun comes up
around 9.30 am and barely manages
to get above the horizon before
lunging the country back into night
at about three o'clock in the after-
noon.
An equally important considera-
tion, and in the end analysis perhaps
the determining one, is that because
wind power can be conveniently plug-
ged into Sweden's electricity grid, it is
acceptable to the utility companies.
The utilities' flirtations with wind are
due to the fact that it can be used in
conjunction with the country's vast
installed hydroelectric capacity. Since
around 70 percent of Sweden's elec-
tricity needs are met by hydropower
and distributed in a nationwide grid,
this means simply that Sweden does
not have to develop expensive and
complicated storage technologies for
capturing the wind wh~n it blows for
use when it doesen't. Wind turbines
can be cranked up intermittently
when there is wind, thus conserving
water. The advantage and problems
of this system have not all been nailed
down yet, but the scheme appears to
be economically attractive.
Professor Marshall Merriam of
Berkeley points out that an electric
utility with some hydro capacity in its
system is in a substantially better
position to use wind-generated elec-
tricity than one which does not, given
the same amount of wind energy
available in both cases." That obser-
vation has not been lost on Sweden's
State Power Board, which supplies
about half of the country's electrical
needs. Many of Sweden's other 17
utility companies, most of which are
private, are also interested in the
prospect of having some wind
powered electrical production in their
networks.
Since current data suggests that
horizontal-axis wind turbines with
two blades stand the best prospects
for development on a large-scale
basis, NE's first experimental unit,
erected by Saab-Scania's Aerospace
Division in 1977, is a horizontal-axis
machine with a generating capacity of
63 kW. The machinery pod or nacelle
as NE terms it, is perched atop a
concrete tower 23 meters high.
Situated at Kalkugnen on the Baltic
coast near the town of Alvkarleby (a
two hour drive north of Stockholm),
the mill has been operating for
around 1500 hours.
The Kalkugnen wind turbine has
been misrepresented in the Swedish
media as using more energy than it
produces. However, no one has
analyzed the running data to find out
if that statement is true. Even though
the windmill is connected to the local
electricity grid, NE's Lars Eriksson
explains that as purely a test facility
"it is not intended primarily to
produce electricity." Rather, its value
is in the data derived from the turbine
construction and countless compon-
ent tests; data which NE is now using
to produce its megawatt prototypes.
So far, two different rotor hubs
and one set of blades have been ex-
perimented with. Next, two new sets
will be tested. The latest set of blades,
made by Saab-Scania, is constructed
of carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic
(CRP) - a material that is very
strong and lightweight.
The windmill also bristles with
strain gauges: on the blades, the rotar
hub and the shaft. Stress studies are
vitally important. Blade stress studies
conducted by DOE on the 100 kW
wind turbine at Clayton, New Mexico
(USA) have turned up some inter-
esting comparative data. The Clayton
wind turbine's blades, operating for
2,000 hours and producing 200,000
kWh of electricity, have chalked up
5 million heavy stress cycles. This
means litle by itself, but when
compared to an average aircraft
wing's cycles, the picture comes into
dramatic focus. During a normal day,
an airplane's wings go through a mere
800 cycles of heavy loads. The blades
on the Clatyon wind turbine experi-
ence experience 25,000 - 85,000
heavy cycles every day. That is why,
as Marshall Merriam observed, a
windmill is actually an example of a
fatigue testing machine. The gyro-
scopic forces at work on the blades
and all the machinery parts are enour-
mous. And the unit must be able to
hold up. A failure in the materials
could flying metal and concrete in all
directions.
Like most modern windmills, in the
Kalkugnen turbine is a downwind
machine. This allows it the possibility
to yaw freely in the wind, which gives
simplicity in design but high gyro-
scopic forces. An upwind turbine
needs a strong, redundant yaw drive.
Building windmills like· the old-style
Dutch machines would mean that
they wouldn't have time to adjust to
rapid changes in the wind's direction
and velocity.
Environment studies carried out at
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Kalkugnen have turned up no parti-
cular problems. US studies have
shown that birds have a marked pre-
ference for not turning themselves
into instant minced meat by flying
pell-mell into the blades. Likewise,
noise levels seem to be quite accept-
able. And there have been no ultra-
sound problems to date.
The Prototype phase of NE's pro-
gramme is now in full swing. By 1981,
two large-scale prototypes of 2 - 4
MW each will be in place. Bids for the
construction of these two turbines
were submitted to NE at the end of
October 1978. Two separate contracts
are expected to be awarded soon. Five
companies are in the running: G6t-
averken, Kockums Varv, Karlskrona-
varvet (all ship building and/or off-
shore companies), Karlstads Mekani-
ska Verkstad, and Swedewind.
Swedewind is actually a combination
of Saab-Scania's Aerospace Division
and Stal-Laval (makers of turbines
for hydroelectric stations, gears and
so on).
According to the preliminary speci-
fications, these big prototypes will be
two or three bladed, have hub heights
of 70-100 meters off the ground,
and turbine diameters of 70-90
meters. They will begin to produce
electricity in a 6 meter-per-second
wind and will continue to operate up
to a wind speed of about 21 meters-
per-second. It is known that one of
the wind turbines will be placed on
the island of Gotland, and the other
will probably end up somewhere in
Skafte.
Besides the construction and opera-
tion of these megawatt turbines, the
second stage of the program will also
include further meteorological
studies, figuring out how best to
integrate the turbines into the power
grid, the implementation of environ-
mental and safety measures and, of
course, a hard-headed look at mass
production possibilities.
The third and last stage in this part
of the programme will be a full-scale
evaluation of the mountains of data
that will be produced from the
construction, testing and operation of
the megawatt prototypes. This three-
year period will involve a highly
critical assessment of the perform-
ance of the prototypes and a brass
tacks costing of future systems. It
should be pointed out that energy
analyses have already demonstrated
that wind power units payoff energy-
]
wise in less than a year, if they
function properly.
NE must have the necessary ammu-
nition by 1984 in order to present its
case for wind to the Government.
_Depending on the outcome of the
evaluation period and the political
climate, Sweden's Parliament will
make a decision in 1985 on whether
or not to continue with the wind
energy programme (or to what extent
it must be trimmed). If the go-ahead
is given, Sweden could have 100
megawatt-sized turbines feeding
power into the electricity grid by
1990.
If all systems are go for wind power
in Sweden, after the year 2000 it is
feasible that this northern country
could have around 3,200 large wind
turbines producing about 32 TWh
(terawatt hours) of electricity per
year. NE calculates that this wi'
mean an annual output of 10 GW
per machine, certainly not an
unrealistic figure given Swenen's
favourable position vis-a-vis the wind
and the availability of sites. It is
already beginning to look as if one of
the answers to Sweden's energy pro-
blems just might be blowing in the
wind.
hot~
in awide choiceof Cas1r1g styles. Single or
double elements. Optional integral or matching
cable ducts for power cables, telephone and computer
lines, with socket outlets at high or low level. Heated
handrails for fully glazed instanations- slot outlet,
lineargrille and hand hold types. Speciallydesigned
heavyduty perimeterheating systems for schools
and hospitalsetc. Cladding supplied for all types
of perimeter heating and air conditioning schem
Superb decorative maintenance free finishes.
Write today for illustrated catalogue.
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HVN NTERVE
Mic/we! MeDol/ORll
Michael McDonagh, chairman of the
Republic of Ireland branch of the
Chartered Institution of Building
Services.
The CIBS is a professional body of
engineers and Michael McDonagh is
one such professional.
His approach to his everyday work
and CIBS affairs is dominated by his
dedication to the business, he is also a
strong family man and has an avid
interest in golf. He is a man
who prefers to get things done
with as little fuss as possible but is not
afraid to speak out when it is
necessary to do so. These qualities
make him an admirable choice for
chairman of the local branch of the
CIBS after his election at the recent
AGM. Michaels involvement with
CIBS is not new as in fact he is a
founder member of the then IHVE in
Ireland but more of that annon.
Although born in Cork and having
spent some of his earlier days there it
is with Dublin that Michael has the
greater affinity. It was during his
school days that he made the decision
to get involved in a specialised area of
engineering and the opportunity came
when he was attanding O'Connells
School in Dublin. At the time
Matthew Hall, the large UK contrac-
ors, had an office in Dublin and they
had a policy of recruiting mainly
from two schools, Belvedere was one
and O'Connells was the other and it
was during one of these recruiting
drives that Michael was first intro-
duced to the building services
industry. He liked what he saw as it
seemed exactly what he was looking
for and so he spent the first seven or
eight years of his working life
working on heating and plumbing
installations in hospitals, schools,
churches and a little industrial work.
It was then the post Noel Browne era
in Irish politics and many hospitals
and sanitoriums were being built so
much so that at that time Ireland was
ahead in experience of the UK in
building hospitals and providing the
services to these buildings. After the
hospital boom Matthew Hall closed
down its Dublin operation and
Michaei went to Haden's also in
Dublin at the time and it was during
this time that Michael continued his
engineering education in London as
he had already started studying in
Bolton Street College of Technology
in Dublin. He had an agreement with
Haden's that they would sponsor his
time in the National College for
Heating, Ventilating, Refrigeration
and Fan Engineering in London and
he would return to work for them in
Dublin. AI 0 attending the college
was Paddy Clonan, another founder
member of the IHVE in Ireland.
Paddy at the time was actu-
ally putting himsel f through college
and I'm sure that there is another
story to tell of the year or two
Michael spent with Pl in London. As
a matter of interest Michael and
Paddy were possibly the first two
Irishmen to attand the college on a
full time basis. Some time after re-
turning to Ireland Haden's office
also closed down and after a short
spell with H A O'Neil, Michael then
joined the consultancy practice of
Varming Mulcahy Reilly Associates.
This time in Michaels career was very
valuable as he gained vast experience
in design of all types of systems for
industry as well as universities and
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E. O'Brien. (Lefllo righl sealed) Professor M. A. Hogan, G. Roo/ev, PresidenllHVE 1966/67. S.
Mulcahy. B. A. Hodges, and P. J. C/onan. .
IIHVN INTERVIEW
many other projects.
After approximately 13 years in
VMRA Michael then moved back
into contracting as a director of L
Lynch Co Ltd. It was about this time
that Michael's predecessor as CIBS
Chairman, Seamus Homan also left
VMRA to go into contracting. Some
lean years followed for the business
as a recession set in but over the last
seven or eigh t years the business has
l:xpanded and working on the basis of
some own designed work, a wealth of
design and installation experience
has made L Lynch & Co Ltd one of
the leading contractors in the
country.
Looking more closely at Michaels
association with the CIBS/IHVE he
can claim links with an Irish associa-
tion that goes back further still and
that was to the Irish "Hot Air Club"
of which he and others like Paddy
Clonan, Brendan Meegan, John
Doyle and Ted Bourke were founder
members. It was partly through the
dub that the IHVE came to Ireland
and has happily grown to the size it is
today.
Many changes have occurred in the
business over the years including the
change of title from the Institution of
Heating & Ventilating Engineers to
the Chartered Institution of Building
Services. This has been brought about
by the Institution becoming chartered
and so all members have been re-
assessed as to their status in the
Institution. This re-assessment has
now been completed and of course
the lighting engineers have joined the
Institution making it a truly building
services body. This link with the
'heaters' and 'lighters' is one of the
things that Michael has sought for
many years and now this hope
]
has come to fruition. Other aims are
that for the next year or two papers
presented at technical meetings will
have a practical approach and one of
the leading subjects will be computers
in the industry. On education
Michael says that "the profession
must keep up with standards in other
professions and so the levels go up
and up but it is essential that we keep
ahead and not lag behind to ensure
we supply qualified engineers to meet
the demands of the future."
Agen/s for Danks of Ne/her/on
Boilers Manufactured from 1,000 to 5,000 Ibs per hour
Stockists & Suppliers of boilers up to 65,000 Ibs per hour
suitable for burning Oil, Gas, Turf, Coal and other
Unusual Fuels.
THERMWISE STEAM
BOILERS
Tel.: 989921, Telex 30870Frankfort, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14
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Company Name: Address: Tel. No: Telex No: Brands:
Armitage Shanks South Quay, Arklow, (042) - Armitage Shanks
(lrl) Ltd. Co. Wicklow 2415
Ballantine & Partners 62 The Mount, - - Meynell
Ltd. Mountpollinger,
Belfast BT54 N D
Rodney Bishop Ltd. 200a Rathrarnham Road, 904141 - Emerald
Dublin 6
Brooke Thomas Ltd. P.O. Box 17, Naas Road, 783422 - Most leading
Dublin 12 brands. Sissons
Carron Company Roebuck Hall, 982976 - Carron
Roebuck Road, Dublin 14
Celmac (lrl) Ltd Wicklow 0404 - Celmac
2266
Chadwicks Ltd Greenhills Road, 503555 - Most leading
Dublin 12 and branches brands
Chloride Shires Newtown Ind. Estate, 471514 31337 Chloride Shires
Ireland Ltd Dublin 5
Davis King & Co ltd 5 South Richmond Street, 761968 - Most leading
Dublin 2 brands
Thomas Dockrell Sons Ballymount Cross. 500822 - Most leading
& Co ltd Clondalkin. Co Dublin brands
Dublin Providers ltd 68 Old Kilmainham, 751046 - Most leading
Dublin 8 brands
Ferguson (lrI) ltd 7 Trench Rd., Mallusk. Glen- 747536 Nordic, Aquatron
Newtownabbey Gormley Heaton
48331
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Company Name Address Tel. No. Telex No. Product Name
Heiton McFerran Ltd Tara House, Tara Street, 772931 - Most leading
Dublin 2 brands
R T Large & Son Spitafields, Francis Street, 783199 - Vogue
Ltd Dublin 8
Kenneth Lee Ltd. Martins Row, Dublin 20 364108 - KSB Sales, Emerald
Stainless Steel,
Thomas Dudley,
Namoli, Cesame,
Heaton
P J Matthews & Co 134 Lower Baggot Street 789955 - Most leading
Ltd Dublin 2 brands
Midland International Bailieborough, (042) 33810 Flair
Ltd Co. Cavan 65382 I+lf-Ws 5IlJrtJUi,S~7Y££l..-?-'fw <,,1'(~D~~cH 6~~'JI14-U ..J.A""6. ~(rMod rn Plant Ltd. Otter House, Naas Road, 514944 ~te~~Dublin 12 51+7; .................. ~
f-;NLI iV,
Mon ell Mitchell & Windmill Lane, Dublin 2 773256 Most leading
Co Ltd brands
~.c
RCC Engineering Ltd. Bailieborough, (042) - RCC
Co. Cavan 6527
K M Reynolds Ltd D.C. Industrial Estate, 520333 25283 Ekco, Du Bois,
Knockmitten Lane, Omega, Ideal Stand-
/";Iaas Road, Dublin 12 ard, Olfa, Koralle,
Oni, Cascade
Jack Roberts Ltd Woodfarm, Kennelsfort 267356 5450 Ololstrom, Osy, OF
Road, Palmerstown, Compression
Dublin 20. Also at: 46 786765 Fittings
Gardiner Lane, Dublin 1
.
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd Conex Works, 379291 5325 Sanbra Fyffe, Delta
Santry Avenue, Dublin 9
Sanitary Equipment Ltd Ballymount Road, 509922 30574 Fordham, Western
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin (Zanussi)
'*
J L Smallman Ltd 3 William's Row, Dublin 1 743981 - Most leading
brands
The Shower Centre 16 Haddington Road, 766619 - Most leading
Dublin 4 brands
Warner International P.O. Box 2, Stepaside Hill, 986086 - Marbleton
Ltd Sandyford, Co. Dublin
Waterford Ironfounders Waterford - - Wiftco
Trading Co Ltd
UPL Distributors 147 Stranmills Road, 663368 - Lotus
Ltd Dublin 9
Brendan O'Gorman 10 Sutton Park, 323361 - Shaws of Darwen
Ltd Dublin 13 Ltd
Wyse & Ballantine 62 Woodbine Park, 317553 - Meynell
Ltd Dublin 5
Index compiled from infromation received from suppliers. Please notify us on any omission so we can
correct it in the next issue of the index.
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MARLEY
.~
LOOK FOR
THE MARK
ofGuaranteed QualitySewer
Marley Pipes and Fittings comply fully with the Department of
Local Government Specification .1977. The presence of this
mark'on Marley products is an assurance that the goods have
been produced and tested in accordance with this
specification.
Write or telephone for full information.
Marlev
PlumBing
Manufactured in Ireland and marketed by
Flooring and Plumbing Ltd.,
Luca,n,·Co. Dublin. Telephone: 01-28 691.
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Plumbers and builders' merchants
Will welcome the news. Sanbra
Fyffe is back to full production with
original Irish Instantor couplings.
The range extends to around 300
parts for connecting either copper or
polythene tubing. Irish made,
they're as good as you'll find -
anywhere-ifnot better.
We're back on the shelves~•••
and on the move. rei;
&erything OnTap For Plumbers. f'
Sanbra Fyffe, SantryAve., Dublin 9.Tel: 379291.Telex: 25325.
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Twyjords York acrylic bath.
ISANITARY WARE
Ireland's sanitaryware market
is now worth some £14 million,
and in the bath sector acrylic
baths account for some 12 per
cent of the total and as much as
70 per cent of the luxury
market.
These percentages are grow-
ing steadily but there is still
some resistance by specifiers.
John Wardle of the UK Plastic
Bath Manufacturers Associa-
tion outlines a forthcoming
European Standard and argues
that is is time for old prejudices
to be laid to rest.
Plastic baths, the volume manufac-
ture of which started in Britain in the
1950s, are now finding increasing
popularity in Europe, where the
market is expected to require over five
million units in the future. British
manufacturers are acknowledged
leaders in this technology, and there
has been a national standard in
BS4305 for many years.
After pressure from the Plastic Bath
Manufacturer Association through
the British Standards Institution, a
new European CEN standard is being
formulated to guard against inferior
products. This new standard is expec-
ted to come into force in about 12
months time. Of all the European
standards laid down by the European
Committee for Standardisation, this
could be the first complete one for
baths.
The standard will cover perform-
ance, rigidity, quality, and general
matters. To a large extent it will be
based on British quality standards and
practice. ICI, with its Perspex brand,
is also backing it.
Improvements over recent years,
and the public's acceptance of the
product, have had a significant effect
on the market so that today about
55070 of all baths sold in the UK are
made of acrylic. Public acceptance
now goes without question so that
today home improvements, private
estate development and some local
authorities are specifying nothing else.
The one big area remaining must be at
the specifying' end of the market, and
in local housing schemes.
Old prejudices can die hard among
some professionals, and many of
Britain's municipal building contracts
still have standards which set them
apart from the private sector. In some
cases these standards are higher, in
28 IHVN News, September 1980
others lower.
If colour is important, it is interest-
ing that the bulk of white baths are
sold to specifying authorities. It this
because it has always been this way? Is
there a fear of colour? Is the price, or
just a need to standardise for baths,
basin and toilet, or is there still non-
acceptance of a few of today's plastic
materials? This hardly seems likely
when one considers the quantity of
plastics currently being specified in the
building industry.
In the '50s and early '60s, when
acrylic baths were first introduced in
volume, they seemed to be the answer
to many people's prayers. Unfortun-
ately, lack of development and
knowledge, and in some cases over or
under specification, caused problems
in use among some specifiers who in
those days were most enthusiastic. It is
sad that these early problems and
prejudices have stayed with some of
them over the years although the
reason for the original discontent has
long been eliminated.
Today a BS4305 acrylic bath from a
reputable maker will not give
problems in service. A look through
the manufacturers' catalogues, and a
talk with the sales and technical
personnel, should satisfy most speci-
fiers as to the style, quality and appeal
which has been achieved over recent
years. The climate is now right for
those with a prejudice to take a new
look at what these manufacturers have
to offer.
The acrylic bath is one product
where Britain leads the world. Our
standards are high, our export
potential is tremendous, and those
who still hold prejudices should take
a look at the new designs, stand-
ards and manufacturing methods.
They should also consider the other
advantage of lighter weight, easier
installation, and relatively simple
minor flccident repair instead of
complete replacement.
Some specifying authorities have
used acrylic baths for many years and
here are comments from two of them.
First, E.J. Wilson, principal plumbing
and heating officer for Manchester
direct works dept: "We have found
Perspex baths suitable in all respects. I
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The superlative quality
ofArrnitage Shanks.
Armitage Shanl~mol~ebeautiful bathrooms.
Quality bathroomswith an extra splash ofcolour
and an added touch ofstyle.
You can choose yourown, very individual suite
from ourArmitage Shanl~range, right now
And mol~eyour bathroom the beautiful place it
shanKs
The one you know best.
Armitage Shanks (Ire) Ltd.
South Quay. Arklow. Co. Wicklow. Telephone: 0402-2415.
Dublin Sales and Distribution Centre.
Cookstown Industrial Estate. Tallaght. Co. Dublin.
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This luxury corner bath. the "Hawaii" by Armita/?e Shanks is made ill rei/!forced lIClTIic.
ISANITARY WARE
believe we were the first UK authority
to install them in quantity as long ago
as 1961. The early benefits of price,
with substantial reductions in fitting
costs, mainly because they can be
fitted by one man instead of two, plus
a reduction in the number of back
injuries, and the fact that they have
lived to their early promise, makes
them the accepted standard as far as
we are concerned. We do, however,
insist on 8mm, and correct installation
is important."
W.G. Sutton, works manager of the
direct works division of the City of
Oxford, says "We have use Perspex
baths for the past 8 years and installed
about 500 of them. We find them
cheaper than either cast iron or
pressed steel, and they don't suffer the
disadvantages of enamelled surfaces.
They are easy to clean and, if
scratched, can easily be brought back
to showroom condition, but we do
give our tenants instruction on care
and maintenance. Another factor is
ease of handling. It takes one man to
install, which is further cost saving.
They have a high-quality finish, a wide
range of colours and models, and a
choice of thickness.
"The manufacturer we buy from
has a good cradle which gives very
good support. Tenants also say they
like them as they save on fuel costs,
not needing the same amount of hot
water because the material is naturally
warm to the touch. The only faults we
have ever had were small hairline
cracks and some distortion near the
waste, which resulted i~ eight baths
needing replacemenL"
Is the prejudice which is still appar-
ent in some quarter really justified? Is
there a love/hate relationship with
acrylic baths, or so some specifiers
need either mQre information or more
convincing? It is likely acrylic's
present market share will increase
significantly over the next few years.
(An investigation into the long-term
behavious of acrylic baths was under-
taken by Heinz Gotz in 1975, and
copies are still available from ICI).
our more restricted living
conditions. The popular
close-coupled suite with
cistern fixed directly to the
pan, is both stylish and
more compact. Modern
glowing colours from pas-
tels and muted tones to the
strong, vibrant shades now
available. Shapes have
changed too, for the w.c.
has been scaled down to suit
The Lotus Aguarius bath, with flawless unclutlered lines in silk-smooth acrylic. adds to it's aesthetic features. a
distinctive patlerned slip-resistant base. The slim contours and delicate curves of the washbasll1. bidet and WC
are each characterised by the gleaming ceramic glaze that is the hallmark of all Lotus products. The sLllte IS
available in a wide range offashion colours. including the exclusive Lotus Burgundy and Jade.
w.c. pan, some of which are
now collectors' items. To-
day everyone can take
advantage of the range of
The Story of the Loo
The water closet has a noble
heritage, for the first flush
loo was invented by Sir
John Harrington in the six-
teenth century. Elizabeth 1
was quick to have one
installed in Richmond Pal-
ace and her loyal subjects
followed suit, though it has
taken four hundred years
for the w.c. to become an
accepted part of every
home.
There's little to connect
modern sanitation with the
bad old pre-w.c. days. One
link is the world '100', from
the cry "Gatdez l'eau"
(Mind the 'water') which
warned of the imminent
emptying of a chamber pot
from an upstairs window.
The other link is the materi-
al from which chamber pots
are made. However, today
bidets and washbasins as
well as w.c. 's are made
from vitreous china and its
hard, lustrous glaze is not
only handsome but stain
and acid resistant.
The Victorian era saw the
heyday of the decorated
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CHLORIDE SHIRES
IRELAND LTD.
Newtown Industrial Estate, Coolock
Dublin 5. '
Phone 471514
Have you seen SHIRES five new
eye-catching colours - the duotone
Rosette Gold & Rosette Lilac, Burgundy
& Kashmir Beige. You'll be turned on.
Taps, Mixers & Water Fittings - called
DA VINel, yes! like the Italian master.
Shires too have an international appeal
for style.
We know you'll see our point of view -
that SHIRES make Bathrooms... Beautiful.
You can specify SHIRES Luxury Suites -
our Allegro, Symphony with Balmoral, or
stock the show-stopper - the corner
bath Eros.
Ideal Standard
The Michelangelo range by
Ideal-Standard has brought
a new sculptured quality to
bathroom furniture in Eire.
Ideal-Standard in the UK
with headquarters in Hull,
is part of a European
organisation, and the
Michelangelo design had
previously won wide ac-
claim in other European
countries.
The Michelangelo is avai-
lable in six fashion colours
and white, including four
colours, Kashmir Beige,
Sorrento Blue, Harvest and
Bali Brown, which are the
latest on the fashion colour
bathroom scene, as well as
the established Penthouse
Red and Penthouse Blue.
Paolo Tilche, who creat-
ed the Michelangelo range,
is a leading Italian designer.
With the range he has pro-
duced shapes which have
flair and feeling, appealing
consistency of form and
practical good sense - a
combination of which Itali-
an design has become fam-
ous.
The quality and styling of
the Michelangelo "collec-
tion" epitomises the
comprehensive range of
vitreous china bathroom
furniture offered by Ideal-
Standard to meet all requi-
rements.
Ideal-Standard also mar-
ket a range of plastics bath-
tubs. It includes the ultra-
luxurious Nagoya; the
Shaws
The name of Shaws of Dar-
wen Ltd., is well known as a
manufacturer of extruded
frost-proof tiles and sani-
taryware. The company has
experienced problems over
the last twelve months or so
but the good news now is
that the Concrete Masonry
Group, which is based in
North Wales, has now
acquired assets of Shaws of
Darwen Ltd., and that
manufacture of the Shaws
Twintile range of extruded
vitrified frost-proof wall
and floor tiles will continue
in the established sizes and
colours, both for outdoor
and indoor applications,
they also intend to revive
the Faience, Terra-Cotta
and Sanitaryware side of
the business. B O'Gorman
Ltd of 10 Sutton Park,
Dublin 13 is the Irish agent
for Shaws of Darwen Ltd.
flush mechanisms are
another great improvement
on the waterfall effect of
former times!
Recently we have seen
new interest in the decorat-
ed ware popular in Victori-
an times and, one day, our
taken-for-granted loo may
be as colourfully patterned
as any antique chamber
pot. But one thing is cer-
tain; this is the only resem-
blance between the two
forms of sanitary provision
there is likely to be!
KM Reynolds
K M Reynolds Limited,
have over the last year been
concentrating more on the
distribution of plumbing
and ancillary products. As a
result of this they have been
rationalizing their position
within the hardware field to
cope with the rapid expan-
sion they have experienced
in plumbing over the last
few years. They have mov-
ed to a new warehouse, en-
compassing showrooms and
offices; which will enable
them to consolidate their
position further.
K M Reynolds Limited
are the Agents and Sole Dis-
[ .=,;SA:..:;N:.:;I:..:;T.:..::A;;;.:R..:..Y....:.:W:..:;A.::.R.:.=JEI
tributors for such names as:
Ideal Standard; Pilkington
Tiles Limited; Du Bois &
Co Limited; Omega Plastics
Limited; Ekco Plastics
Limited; ONI Metalworks
Limited; and Olfa Seats
Limited.
K M Reynolds Limited,
sole distributors in the Re-
public of Ireland for Omega
Products also announced
the introduction of the new
shower tray, which is a
foam-free multi-purpose
tray which will cater for
fitments from 28" to 31".
This should be welcome
news from the fixers and
merchants alike.
Further information
from: K M Reynolds Ltd.,
Bath Avenue, Dublin 4.
Tel: 685079.
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Ideal-Standard's Italian-designed Michela/lgel() bathro()lII./i,rniture.
CRAFTSMAN
FLASHING
Further information
from K. M. Reynolds Lld.
Twyfords
Silver Fox, the new colour
launched this Spring from
Twyfords Bathrooms of
Stoke-on-Trent, is expected
to lead the way in the spring
tempeature that could cause
scalding. A further safety
benefit in the Idealmix
range is that if, for any
reason, there is a failure of
the cold water supply, the
flow is very quickly shut
down.
Idealmix showers will
operate on water heads of
down to one metre in
favourable conditions, but
a head of I Y2 metres, or
more obtainable in
almost every home - is re-
commended. This means,
therefore, that Idealmix
showers are suitable for all
domestic installations, as
well as other applications.
The thermostat mechan-
ism operates on the bi-
metallic principle and the
design facilitates the repla-
cement of the thermostat
cartridge should this be
necessary.
All Ideal-Standard
bathroom brassware fitt-
ings are available in either
chromium or Karatclad
hard gold plate finish.
Jetline range of convention-
al fittings, and the Idealmix
range of thermostatic
showers.
The conventional Jetline
range comprise pillar taps,
for both baths and wash
basins, monoblock and
three-piece wash basin
mixers, with either swivel or
fixed spout, a monoblock
bidet mixer for over rim
supply and a three-piece
bidet mixer for flushing rim
and spray, as well as a roll-
mounted bath mixer with
shower attachment.
The valve assembly in all
Jetline mixers and pillar
taps has a non-rising
spindle and is sealed with
two '0' rings which give a
longer-lasting seal than the
traditional gland packing.
Idealmix thermostatic
showers and mixers are pre-
cision made, accurately
controlled units of modern
design which give particu-
larly neat installation. Their
high quality manufacture
and finish are combined
with easily-understood
operation and reliable
performance.
Idealmix units have two
controls - one to select the
temperature, the other to
determine the water flow
rate. All models are fitted
with safety stops which
prevent the control being
accidentally turned to a
Pictured here is
The Idealblend range is
made to a high standard of
design and engineering and
Ideal-Standard claim the
same qualities for the
In rolls
8 metre X 900mm.
99.5% soft pure aluminium.
Easy to work and very durable.
Approved for Local Authority Housing.
Very economical. Available ex stock.
Other sizes available shortly.
Complete range of flashing stocked.
Full range of sanitaryware and accessories
at very competitive prices.
Sole Distributors:
etmI
N••'~.':Phone 783422 502566 Ext 291
luxury Michelangelo which
features a wrap-round
head-rest; the luxury Brasi-
lia - design co-ordinated
with the stylish range of
Brasilia vitreous china
bathroom furniture - and
the Status.
The ceramic disc valve
principle now features
strongly in bathroom brass-
ware fittings which are off-
ered by Ideal-Standard
including the single-lever
controlled range of Ideal-
blend blender showers
which are based on this
technologically-advanced
principle.
Idealblend showers
with single lever control -
offer a choice between
built-in or exposed models,
both designed for easy ins-
tallation. With the Ideal-
ble!ild, precise control of
temperature is provided by
the same lever that gives
control of flow. The light
action and immediate
response are made possible
by the unique ceramic disc
mixer cartridge contained
within the body of the
shower.
ISANITARY WARE
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The new Silver Fox an allractive smokey grey as seen here in the new Supersteel twin-grip Luna bath, Astral
hand washbasin N~rwood Wc. Radiante ceramic accessories by Twyfords - towel ring, mirror, soap holder.
she(f. toilet roll holder and lOilet brush holder. Allfillings Aztec by Twyfords.
upsurge in colour conscious amongst housewives. man of Twyfords.
bathroom sales. "We feel that fashion has Two new additions to
Already well established a very strong influence on Twyfords ranges for the
in the market with four new sales, which is backed up by Spring are Slate, a silver
fashion colours (Alpine, market research. and grey for Colorarmour shat-
Cameo Sandalwood and happily by market results. terproof glass shower
Mink) 'replacing others, We are convinced that Sil- screens and enclosures,
Twyfords' Silver Fox is the ver Fox has. all. the right ~ade especially to tone with
fifth, in a five colour elements, whIch IS why we SIlver Fox and the new
marketing exercise, are launching it now", said Luna bath - a Supersteel
carefully researched Mr H F H Barclay, Chair- bath with elegant cast grips.
Sanbra Fyffe
The Saflo Taps manufac-
tured by Sanbra Fyffe offer
an exciting breakthrough in
tap design and construc-
tion. The heart of the
breakthrough lies in a rub-
ber diaphragm and its asso-
ciated compenents, a preci-
sion moulding in synthetic
rubber. The diaphragm has
a unique profile which as
well as sealing off the entire
headworks combines the
function of a normal tap
washer. '0' Rings and their
tricky replacements are
eliminated, so are the con-
ventional glands and their
periodic adjustment. Few
taps, if any, have as light
and positive an action as the
Saflo Performance Tap and
it can be justifiably claimed
that they are virtually
tamper-proof. Saflo fittings
are manufactured to
comply with the exacting
British Performance Stan-
dard BS 5412 1976. Avail-
able from builders and
plumbers merchants throu-
ghout the country.
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We've got the range .
Water, oil, caustic solutions, degreaslng agents,
inflammable gases and vapours - they all present the
installer of industrial immerSion heaters With problems.
Problems that Santon have already solved.
Whatever the application, Santonhavean electriC
immersion heater tailor made for the Job - In ratings
from 2 to 54kw,
We've got the experience
60 years experience goes into every heater we make.
60 years in which we've been confronted by Just about
every industrial heating problem - and solved It.
The result is one of the largest ranges of heaters
available anywhere in Europe.
We've got the expertise •
. Installing IS your job. Providing you With the right
ImmerSion heater IS ours. Our expertise will help you
give your customers the right heater every time,
We've got the service
Stocks of standard industrial immersion heaters
are held by Charles Nolan & Co, (Ireland) Ltd" who
Will give you adVice on specification and installation
problems. For further details contact the electrical
engineering specialists.
Sole distributors in Ireland
CHARLES NOLAN &CO.(IRELAND) LID.
Techna House.
Terenure Road East,
Dublin 6, Ireland,
Telephone: 962244 (5 lines)
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PiclUred above. the new Victory washbasin and Arena WCfrom Royal Doullon Sanilary\\'are. Fordham PlasticsThe range of Fordham
Plastics bathroom products
will be distributed through-
out Ireland by Fourways.
The range includes Acrylic
baths, thermoplastic cis-
terns, shower trays, basins
and bath bars and panels.
The Palmyra bath is
manufactured from 8mm
acrylic sheet and is supplied
with twin chromium plated
hand-grips. Extra width
(800mm) gives additional
bathing area. The Stellar
bath is manufactured from
5mm acrylic sheet and is
full reinforced. It incorpor-
ates many distinctive design
features such as well
defined soap trays, die-cast
hand-grip and sloping arm
rests. There is also an anti-
slip area for over bath
showering. The Europa
bath, manufactured in fully
reinforced 3mm acrylic
contains luxury features
such as a reclining back and
slip resistant shower area.
Fordham Plastics manu-
facture a comprehensive
range of cisterns, made
from high impact polysty-
rene. For example, the ultra
slim 'flush panel' which
only as a 114m projection
lends itself to all type of
bathroom scheme especially
where there is limited space.
The universal 'Sprite' cis-
tern is one cistern to suit
every purpose and can be
supplied with right or left
hand, side or bottom feed,
These and many others are
illustrated, listed and thoro-
ughly cross-referenced in
the company's comprehen-
sive Catalogue 2000 for
architects, engineers and
other specifiers.
Armitage Shank's factory
at Arklow has recently
undergone a capital invest-
ment programme, spending
in the region of £3'00,000 on
new equipment for its fac-
tory.
As part of the overall
development programme,
the company is establishing
a new Sales Administration
and Distribution Centre at
Cookstown Industrial
Estate, Dublin, which will
enable the company to pro-
mote a comprehensive
marketing service.
existing Kensington basin,
wc and bidet, is also in
demand when money is not
a problem.
As one of the world's
largest manufacturers,
Armitage Shanks also pro-
vides a wide range of
vitreous china, firecIay,
stainless steel and associated
products for specialist
needs. These extend from
post mortem tables to baby
baths for hospitals. The
company's products have
been chosen for the new
Letterkenny, Tralee and
Beaumont hospitals.
In addition, it manufac-
tures special units and fitt-
ings for laboratories, the
handicapped, marine
applications, anti-vandal
ware, to mention but a few.
Armitage Shanks
The Armitage Shanks
Group manufactures a wide
range of luxury oathrooms
and has recently introduced
three new colours, Caspian,
a deep greeny-blue, Sable, a
muted grey, and
Pompadour, a warm pink.
The new Mayfair range of
basin, wc and bidet in these
colours is proving popular.
Another exclusive luxury
suite, the Versailles, a 22 ct.
gold filigree design fired on
the popular Avocado
colour, and available on the
taking up less space,
ensures that cleaning is easy
and prevents any possibility
of the harbouring of germs.
Royal Doulton
In line with the increasing
consumer demand for a
streamlined bathroom with
ducted plumbing, Royal
Doulton Sanitaryware is of-
fering two new vitreous
china products. The Victory
washbasin and the Arena
back-to-wall WC take up
less space than conventional
items, and form an attrac-
tive co-ordinating system.
The new Victory washbas-
in, 560mm x 430mm has
been designed along the
lines of the successful
Victor washbasin, and can
be set in the counter top or
wall-hung. The low-flush-
ing Arena WC, 400mm
high, was previously avail-
able with high cistern only. The new Mayfair suit from Armitage Shanks featuring twin "His" and
The strong back-to-wall "Hers" 25in basins with Starlite Basin Monoblocs. Matching Mayfair
hd 'th double trap syphonic WC including MaYfair seat and cover. Matching
was own pan Wl Mayfair Bidet with Starlite Bidet Monobloc. Hawaii luxury corner bath
concealed piping, besides with Starlite Remote Control Fitting.
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Couplings are manufactur-
ed entirely in Dublin and
are available in a full range
consisting of 278 different
items. The quality is unsur-
passed and the fittings can
be used for jointing Poly-
daptor sleeve and f1anged
insert. There are no substi-
tutes for the genuine Irish
made instantor couplings
and they are available
throughout the country.
[SANITARY WARE
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One of the new Flair Flexi-Fit bathpanels - 'Eclipse' BP7 adaptable to .fit standard baths.
trimming without affecting
the design features. To
make it even easier for the
DIY man and the professio-
nal, the panels are marked
for easy trimming. Novel
and practical reinforcing
brackets are provided for
added rigidity together with
fittings and full instructi-
ons.
These new Flair Flexi-fit
panels will be available in
single shrink-wrapped
packs and are strongly
merchandised for easy
identification, individual
selection by the consumer
and easier handling and
stocking.
The Flair 'Chesterfield'
BP6 is a plush button-back
design in a carefully chosen
range of 6 bathroom
colours plus a new Leath "
grain finish. The Flair 'Ecl /
pse' BP7 is a plain radius
design giving a crisp clean
look that combines econo-
my with style. This will be
available in 12 popular col-
ours. The Flair 'Classic'
BP8 introduces a unique
Grecian design to the bath-
room and is available in
White only.
Introduced to comple-
ment Flair's current
volume-selling BP3 and
BP5 bathpanels, the new
Flair Flexi-fit panels will
ensure a greater share of
this growing market.
RCC Engineering
RCC Engineering Ltd now
produce the widest range of
coloured baths in Europe
with 18 different colours
from the basic white to the
luxurious mink. Sizes of
baths vary from the 5ft lin
Artisan, the 5ft 7in Rich-
mond, the 5ft 7in or 6ft
Ailnn and the luxury
Sheelin. Other products in
the range includes the Elf
shower tray and the
Toronto shower bath.
Further information
from: RCC Engineering
Ltd., Bailieborough, Co.
Cavan. Tel: (042) 65275.
Flair
A unique new range of Flair
bathpanels has been launch-
ed by Midland Internation-
al Limited. The range com-
prises three panels - 'Ches-
terfield' , 'Eclipse' and
'Classic' .
A major feature of the
new range is the Flair Flexi-
fit concept, which means
the panels are capable of
being fitted to 96% of
standard flat-topped baths
up to 170Omm.
Each panel is a Guaran-
teed Irish product and com-
prises a one-piece moulding
and is designed to allow for
the owner has to do is break
the magnetic field by push-
ing the doors away from the
bottom profile, wipe clean,
then swing the doors back
into position.
LSO stands for "Lift-
Swing-OK" and here, one
simply lifts a bar in the
lower track which releases
the door panels, allowing
them to be swung away
whilst the track is wiped
clean. The doors are then
simply re-swung back into
position and the bar is re-
located.
Magnetic "easy to clean" IOll'er track system of Showerlux Softline
enclosures.from R. T. Large.
single or dual flush, high or
low pressure.
Other cisterns include the
Saxon high level, a plastic
cistern ideal for contract
use, and the Hidaway
concealed cistern which can
be used in hotels, restaur-
ants, public conveniences or
wherever a concealed cis-
tern is desirable.
Vanity Basins
The 'Fanfare' basin bar is
designed to combine the
practical attraction of a
vanity unit top and a stylish
integral basin within a
single module.
The 'Sophia' is a vitreous
enamelled steel basin with
an oval shaped bowl and is
designed to fit flush with its
counter top surround.
ISANITARY WARE
Softline Shower Enclosures
Showerlux Softline and
LSO ranges contain pro-
ducts to suit all sizes of bath
and shower tray and are
available in several colour
combinations; single,
double or tripanel units and
in front or corner entry con-
figurations.
In addition to being
simple to install and water-
tight in use, both have uni-
que patented lower track
systems designed for ease
and speed of cleaning. The
Softline track is magnetic,
with small powerful mag-
nets concealed within the
track profile and the lower
door panels. To clean, all
36 1HVN News, September 1980
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B.A.C. Introduce
"Mini-Split"
AC Systems
New Fans from Finheat
Bifurcated Fan
Brennan Airconditioning
Limited, 60 Cookstown In-
dustrial Estate, Tallaght,
Co. Dublin, announce the
introduction of their "mini-
split" air conditioning
system for down market
economical comfort cooling
of small shop units and
offices.
The "mini-split" air con-
ditioning system comprises
an elegant indoor fan coil
console and an outdoor
fully weatherproofed air
cooled condensing unit.
The two components are
connected by a simple sys-
tem of refrigerant pipe-
work.
The fan coil unti is con-
tained in an aesthetically
pleasing indoor console
manufactured from fine
grain teak veneered wood
sides, "Skinplate" external
finish. An aluminium
discharge grille is located in
front or on top of the
console, thus enabling the
unit to be positioned at low,
medium or high levels. The
console contains a slanted
evaporator coil, drain pan,
twin centrifugal blower
with direct drive 2 speed
motor, and an electric
heater with an output of 2.5
KW (8,500 BTU/HR).
Concealed control knobs
for fan speeds and tempera-
ture control are located in
the side of the console.
The air cooled condens-
ing unit is of Friedrich
manufacture and has a
compact, attractive low sil-
houette appearance with
top discharge. The units are
fully precharged and suppli-
ed complete with liquid and
suction shut-off valves. The
hermetic compressor is
mounted on rubber isola-
tors to minimise vibrations.
The units have an integral
weatherproof control box
and the condenser fan is
complete with a totally en-
closed motor ensuring pro-
tection against inclement
weather. The "mini-split"
system has a nominal cool-
ing capacity of 18-20,000
BTU/hr. and a heat output
of 2.5 KW (8,500 BTU/
hr.). The "mini-split" lends
itself to either comfort
cooling from one unit to a
m?~e. sophisticated system
utlhsmg more than one unit
fr~m a single condensing
UOlt of a larger size.
Perhaps the most important
attribute of the "mini-
split" is that it does not
require extensive structural
work and avoids any loss of
natural light which occurs
with many conventional
room air conditioners.
Further information can
be obtained from: Brennan
Airconditioning Limited,
60 Cookstown Industrial
Estate, TaIJaght, Co.
Dublin, (tel: 514711).
High Pressure
Jetting
Efficient clearing of long
runs of heavily silted large
diameter pipelines by high
pressure water jetting is
now posgible with the Rior
HD65 jetting trailer which
has been introduced by
Wards Flexible Rod Co
Ltd. The Rior HD65 will
clear sewers up to 18 in
diameter at reduced man
hour costs and minimal fuel
costs. It has been developed
to produce more flow of
water and at a higher pres-
sure than other comparable
machines and also incorpo-
rates a hydraulically retrac-
table hose. This is because
of the increased pulling
power of the retro jet which
would make manual retrac-
tion unduly laborious. A
Bifurcated Axial Flow Fans
are available and particu-
larly suitable for high tem-
perature applications. they
are also particularly suit-
able for handling moisture
laden air and for many
other industrial applicati-
ons. .
Three specific types are
shown, limited by their tem-
perature:
(\) Standard temperature
unit - suitable for temper-
atures up to 70°C consisting
of a bifurcated steel casing,
aluminium impeller,
normally a Class' F' motor.
(2) High temperature unit
- suitable for temperatures
up to 200°C. This is cons-
tructed to the same tand-
ards as the normal temper-
ature unit with the excep-
tion that the motor
chamber is fully insulated.
Both these units are avail-
able in the size range 300 -
900mm.
(3) Extra high emperature
unit uitab for a
maximum temperature of
NEW PRODUCTS r
hydropump has therefore
been fitted that is simply
operated by a clutch level
giving variable speed of re-
traction.
A patented high pressure
three piston Triplex pump
gives a flow of 80 litres/
minute at a working pres-
sure of 80 bar, and is desig-
ned to give efficient work-
ing with long life. Stainle s
s.teel drive gear runs in an
oil bath and the three
pistons, with specially
manufactured packings,
even out.pulsation to a neg-
ligible degree giving cons-
tant high volume jetting
with a quiet and faultless
action. Moving parts have
been kept to a minimum so
that the pump requires
alO1ost nu maintenance.
Further details, and
de~onstrations if required,
avaIlable from: Kenneth
Lee Ltd, Martin's Row
Chapelizol, Dublin 20. '
300°C.
This range would have a
steel impeller, heavily
insulated motor chamber
and the motor shaft v,:Quld
be fitted with an aluminium
cooling rotor.
Size range 300 - 600mm.
Belt Driven Fans
Where the application rc-
quires the motor to be OLlt-
side the airstream best
driven units can be
supplied. Normal
maximum operating temp-
erature of these units is
60°C, but for special
applications, higher
temperatures can be accom-
modated.
Typical applications are
paint spray boots etc. etc.
Initial selection for size
and approximate kW can be
obtained by using the
standard selection curves
for direct driven axials.
However, final selection
should be referred to Fin-
heat Ltd.
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by Michael Buckley* MC/BS
Following last months review of air handling units we continue on the theme
'hith an in depth article on central station air handling equipment.
Centra) Station
Air Hondling Equipment
of fire resistance media. All casings
on the leaving or down stream side of
the cooling coil require insulation to
prevent condensate on the panels. A
spray coatings of plastic on the
exposed surface of the insulation is
desirable to prevent erosion of
flaking of those areas that are
exposed to high velocity air. The
condensate or drip pan which often
serves as a bottom panel for the fan
and coil section are in some cases, on
the coil section insulated with one
half inch of water proof celuar struc-
ture, foamed plastic like styrofoam.
This insulation is securely fastened on
to the pan and is needed to prevent
exterior sweating due to cold conden-
sate which is coIlected from the
cooling coil.
On draw through units, the
condensate pan is on the negative
pressure side of the fan. A liquid leg
and condensate trap or liquid seal is
required to prevent hanging up of
condensate in the pan and to elimin-
ate leakage of air through the conden-
sate drain in the unit. The minimum
height of the liquid leg to maintain a
water seal and stiIl drain the conden-
sate pan depends on the negative
pressure of the unit.
A condensate leg is also necessary
on a blow through unit to prevent air
leakage from the unit through the
trap. The liquid leg must be on the
leaving side of the trap and sufficient
height must be provided to off set the
pressure in the unit.
Cooling Coils
Cooling coils are designed for use
with chiIled water or with evaporating
refrigerant (direct expansion or DX).
They are available in varying row
depths, fin spacing and type of fin
design and material. For example,
cooling coils may vary from 3 to 12
rows in depth, but 4 to 6 rows are
most common occasionally 8 rows are
used. Fins may be of spiral type
where the fin material is would heIIi-
cally, and a copper or aluminium
tube, or plate fin, where the tubes are
inserted through thin plate material.
The fin material for either type may
be aluminium or copper. Fin spacing
ranges from between 7 to 14 fins per
inch. Aluminium fins are used most
extensively, but copper fins have a
limited requirement on applications
where water is sprayed on the coil or
when a coil is exposed to corrosive
materials in the air stream such as
hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide
or carbon dioxide.
Normally an increase in the
numbers of fins per inch is more
category of central station air hand-
ling units. However, spray coil eauip-
ment faIls outside the scope of this
article and the emphasis will be on air
handling equipment using extended
surface coils for the cooling and heat-
ing functions but without sprays.
Central station air handling units
are classified as draw-through units
or blow-through units. In draw-
through units the fan draws or pulls
the air through the cooling coil,
heating coil and other components in
series, and discharges it from the fan
outlet as a single condition. These
units are available as either horizontal
or vertical types. This arrangement is
also described as zone unit. However,
zone control can be accomplished by
other means external to the units,
such as re-heat or volume control.
The blow through unit is com-
monly referred to as a multi-zone unit
and is classified as blow through as
the fan is located up-stream from the
cooling coil etc., and blows or pushes
the air through the coils.
The basic air handling unit, either
blow through or draw through
consists of three factory fabricated
sections or casings which may be
assembled in a variety of arrange-
ments. These components consist of a
fan for circulating the air, a cooling
coil to provide cooling and de-humi-
dification, and a condensate fan to
coIlect and facilitate drainage of
condensate from the coil. Various
accessories can then be added for
individual requirements.
Unit casings are normaIly construc-
ted from sheet metal panels on angles
or channels, some units are fabricated
of cold roIled steel and require
painting to control corrosion. Those
constructed from heavy gauge mill
galvanised sheet, are not normaIly
painted as theyare adequately protec-
ted from corrosion.
Fan and coil sections are normaIly
insulated internally with at least inch
Introduction:
Factory assembled central station air
handling units are generally one of
the first items of air conditioning
equipment selected after the cooling
load estimate has been completed. In
the selection process a chilled water
or refrigerant level is established and
this in turn dictates the conditions
under which the refrigeration equip-
ment must operate. It is important
therefore, because of its effect on
other system components, for us to
understand what central station air
handling equipment is and how it
should be selected and applied. For
simplicity we will refer to this equip-
ment as air handling equipment or
units in the balance of the text. There
is a wide variety of air handling
equipment available, which ranges
from small factory assembled units,
handling approximately 900 to 2,500
cfm, with capacities of 2 to 5 tons,
which may be used with the supply
and return plenum or duct work to
the large component selected units
which handles up to 70,000 cfm or
more with capacities up to 180 tons or
more. Beyond this some manufactur-
ers will provide custom built air hand-
ling units almost as plant rooms on
the roof.
General Discription and Application
A.R.I. Standard 430 defines central
station air handling units as, "factory
made encased assembly consisting of
a fan or fans and other necessary
equipment to perform one or more of
the functions of the circulating,
plenum, heating, cooling, humidify-
ing, de-humidifying, and mixing of
air, but which does not include a
source of heating or cooling. This
device is capable of use with
ductwork of total static resistance of
at least a quarter of an inch water
guage".
Under this broad definition spray
coil equipment would fall into the
38 IHVN News. September 1980
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economical than an increase in the
number of rows of coil. For example
a 4 row 14 fins/inch coil has more air-
side coil surface than a 4 row 8
fins/inch coil, will give better air side
performance and is a less expensive
coil. However, a 6 row 8 fins/inch
coil has more regrigerant side surface
and will permit high suction tempera-
ture for the same design conditions or
a low gpm of chilled water. In some
cases this may permit the use of a
smaller size compressor or require
less break-horsepower. Therefore a
thorough analysis of both air side and
refrigerant side performance must be
made before one or the other coil
selection is decided on.
Cooling Coil Performance
The first step in the selection of an air
handling unit is to determine the basic
unit size. This is the function of the
required coil or de-humidified air
quantity as determined from the load
estimate and the velocity of the air
across the face of the coil Usually the
smaller size unit would be selected
where the face velocity does not
exceed the maximum face velocity
where moisture carry over into the
ductwork becomes a problem.
Carlyle use the apparatus dew
point (ADP) method of coil selection
for both direct expansion and chilled
water coils. This selection method,
provides an evaluation of the air side
and refrigerant side performance
based on the ADP, bypass factor and
grand total heat required to satisfy
the design conditions. When selecting
the cooling coil it is necessary to 1,
check the air side performance, and
2, to check the refrigerant side per-
formance. The required air side per-
formance under given loading condi-
tions is known from the load estimate
and is same whether chilled water or
BACKWARD INCLINED
3
AIRFOI L
direct expansion coil is used. Refri-
gerant side performance involves
determining the refrigerant tempera-
ture in the case of a DX, or determin-
ing the water quantity of the given
entry chilled water temperature in the
case of a chilled water coil. The enter-
ing chilled water is generally fixed,
based on the most economical chiller
performance. After the unit size has
been determined, the rows of cooling
coils and fins per inch required to
match the designed psychrometrical
conditions must be determined. A
coil must be selected that has a bypass
factory approximately equal to that
on the load estimate. If the actual
bypass section of the coil on the selec-
ted face velocity varies more than
+ /- 8% from the bypass factory used
at the load estimate, an adjustment to
the de-humidified rise, and de-
humidified air quantity should be
made. If the designer selectes a coil
with a bypass factory lower than the
value in the cooling load estimate,
less dehumidified air is required and
visa versa. As the bypass factor de-
creases, the dehumidified rise
increase and the dehumidified cfm
decreases. Decreasing the dehumidi-
fied air quantity reduces the required
duct sizes, may reduce the fan horse-
power, and in some further cases,
may permit the use of a smaller air
handling unit.
Fan Characteristics and
Performance
Since the fan is part of the basic unit,
when an air handling unit's size is
selected, fan selection is limited to the
number of fan sizes available for that
unit size, which generally is not more
than 3 or 4. To enter fan ratings, we
know the required air quantity and
the static pressure the fan must
produce. If the total static pressure is
2
BACKWARD CURVED
4
FORWARD CURVED
Dig. I.
required it can be determined by
adding the resistance of the various
unit components to the external
resistance of the air distribution
system. Centrifugal type fans are
used almost exclusively in air
handling units and these may be
either forward or radial backward
curved type. The backward curved
blade fan may be either the inclinded
blade or the aerofoil type. Forward
curved blade fans are generally used
in air handling units since they oper-
ate at a substantially lower rotating
speed that the backward curved type
and hence have less noise. The fan
scroll is more compact and the fan
wheel, shaft and bearings may be of
lighter construction than is required
for backward curved fans. However,
there are many instances in high
capacity high pressure application,
and the backward curved fans have
better performance and efficiencies
than the forward curved fan, and for
this reason many manufacturers offer
both types.
Diagram No. 1 illustrates the four
basic type of fans used in central
station air handling units.
If we look at two performance
curves for typical backward and for-
ward curved fans, the plot shows
efficiency in break horsepower versus
air quantity at a constant rpm. There
is one significant point that we can
pick off these curves immediately.
For the backward curved fan the
horsepower curve rises to a maximum
and then drops off and is said to have
a non-overloading characteristic. In
contrast the forward curved fan
housepower continues to rise, and
this type, therefore is considered as
overloading. When these fans are
enclosed in a cabinet the selection
range is immediately reduced as
indicated on diagram No. I. Within
this limited selection range, the horse
power of the backward curved fan
runs throughout the selection range
- the same as for the forward curved
fan. For every selection, the maxi-
mum horsepower for either of these
fans within the required operating
range must be checked. This check
shows us what size motor must be
used. It also shows us that the motor
we have selected will not be over-
loaded when operating within the
design operating range, and it must
be understood that since the normal
selection range of the fan horsepower
does continue to raise, that manufac-
turers are unable to publish the limit
horsepower at a given speed.
When the efficiency of these types
of fans are compared it can be seen
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Summary
In this presentation on central station
air handling equipment, unit com-
ponents have been discussed and their
arrangement and accessories, have
been noted. Coil performance and
some guide lines and recommenda-
tions on the applications of air
handling units have been covered.
The types, perfQrmances and charac-
teristics of forward and backward
fans was detailed. Two or more fan
sections are usually available for a
particular air handling unit and one
should not be generalise about
advantages and disadvantages of one
types of fan versus another type
without a specific application, as only
by analysing each situation can a
designer determine which fan is the
most advantageous.
Only by following good application
practices and exercising sound judge-
ment can the designer select and
design the air handling equipment
that would best meet the individu<
system requirements.
Accessories can include heating
coils, of various types, including pre-
heat or tempering coils, and reheat
coils or in some cases chilled water
coils can be used as heating coils
where there is a very definite seasonal
factory involved. Other accessories
include filters, which can be of the
panel, bag, roll or absolute type
pending upon application. Face and
bypass damper sections are a further
accessory, which permits air to
bypass the cooling coil only or both
the cooling and reheat coil for part
load control. Steam pan, spray,
atomising or steam grid humidifiers
are some of the options offered by
most manufacturers.
It is felt that each of these
accessories is important enough not
to be covered in this initial article, but
perhaps to be covered at a later date,
under accessory performance for air
handling units as a separate article.
No matter what the requirements
are for central station air handling
units, they must be able to
• Provide air movement.
• Cool and dehumidify air.
• Provide heating or tempering of
air.
• 'Provide air filtration.
• Permit control of space tempera-
ture and humidity.
• Provide means of mixing outside
and return air.
• Provide humidification in winter.
3"T.5.P
26242322
Unit Accessories
Most air conditioning jobs today
require more than just the three basic
air handling units components.
Means for heating, cleaning and
humidifying the air as well as a means
of controlling room air conditions are
desirable for air handling units, and
therefore a number of accessory
components are available which may
be used to provide these three func-
tions.
* Michael Buckley is Sales Director of
Walker Air Conditioning Ltd.
I. Forward curt-ed fans for the' same
operating conditions run at slov.er
speeds than backward curved fans.
2. In air handling units forward
curved fans require smaller diameter
wheel than a backward curved wheel
at a given operating condition.
3. Separate backward' curved fans
have non-overloading characteristics
but when they are put in a casing
there selection range is limited. In
many instances this results in a condi-
tion where the horse power increase's
continuously within the cfm range of
the unit; therefore, it should not be
assumed that the fan is not over-
loading in all situations. All selections
should be checked to ensure that the
motor selected will not be over
loaded.
4. Separate backward curved fans
have high peak efficiencies. than
forward curved types. When applied
to air handling units however,. the
average efficiency of the backward
fan over the selection range may be
equal or less than forward curved.
Only through an actual comparison
at the required operating conditions,
can the most efficient fan for a given
application be determined.
212019
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that the backward curved fan has a
high peak efficiency that the forward
curved type. The backward curved
fan however, has a wider efficiency
variation in the selection region,
where it is applied to air handling
units. Where we super imposed these
efficiency curves we can see what
actually happens. In c~rtain areas of
selection, the backward curved fan
would have a higher efficiency where
as with others the forward curved fan
has a higher efficiency. This can be
more easily seen by making a typical
comparison from published fan data.
Diagram No. 2 shows us fan horse-
power versus the cfm at 2" and 3"
total static pressure. The solid line is
for the forward curved fan, the
dotted line is for the backward curved
fan. Shaded areas show where back-
ward curved fan horsepower is better
and cross hatched area show where
the forward curvec¥fan horsepower is
better. For the two units selected in
the range of 1600/1800 cfm for 2
inches TSP, backward curved fan
horsepower is slightly lower. From
1800 to 2000 cfm, efficiencies are
almost identical and from 200012500
cfm the forward curved fan efficiency
is better. A change in static pressure
also effects performance. With an air
ouantity of 21 ,000 cfm at 2" TSP, the
f"l ward curved fan would be most
effIcient, and 3" TSP the backward
curved fan is best. This plot compares
only two types of fans for one
particular size air handling unit. Only
by actual comparision of air handling
unit fan performance for a specific
application is it possible to determine
whether one fan type is better than
the other.
~ummarising this comparison of
forword curved and backward curved
fans, it should be remembered that:
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COMPANIES SUPPLYING
INSTRUMENTS Ii CONTROLS
Co. Name: Address: Tel No: Telex No: Brands
Alpha Controls Ltd 57 Fitzroy Ave. Belfast. 30233 - iTT-Maclaren.
BT71HG landis & Gyr.
56 Fitzwilliam Sq. 762717 •
Honeywell·
* also at -
Dublin 2
BSS (Ireland) ltd Whiteheather Industrial 781966 5317 Teddington Auto
Estate. 301 South Circular Controls Ltd. Star
Rd. Dublin 8
Brennan Controls Ltd Unit 60. Cookstown Ind. 514088 33339 T A Controls
Estate. Tallaght. Co. Dublin 514711
Bentley Instrument 4a Greenville Ave. 754280 5759 Bailey & Mackey.
Company Ltd Dublin 8 Bestobell Mobrey
also at 16 Belmont Rd. Belfast Float Control
'" Stockist
Brown-Boveri (lrI) Ltd Whitestown Industrial Est. 522622 - landis & Gyr
Tallaght. Co. Dublin
C&F Ltd Glenside Ind. Estate. 364917 - Honeywell
Mill lane. Dublin 20 ITT Maclaren
CHS Ireland Ltd
... Ardee St.• Bray. Co. 863948 - Drayton
Wicklow
S W Carty & Son ltd 48a Robinhood Ind. Estate. 508046 31055 Kent. Foster-
Clondalkin. Co. Dublin Cambridge. FW
Talbot
James J Doherty Ltd 36 lr. Gardiner St. Dublin 1 747927 - Spirax Sarco
Dwell contrts}~ Cookstown Ind. Estate. 511144 4486 Sauter
Tallaght. Co. Dublin
also at: 16 High St.• Antrim
BT14AN
Enfield Electrical Rathmoylon. Co. Meath Rathmoylon - Enfield
Engineering Ltd 78
Electrical Industrial Beaver House, Grove Rd, 962588 - Randall
Agencies Ltd. Dublin 6
Food Industry Supplies Parkmore Industrial Est., 508335 30389 Kane May
Ltd long Mile Rd .. Dublin 12
Frazer Ross Ltd Ballybricken House. (021)
'f - DeltaRingaskiddy, Co. Cork 841525
'----_.,
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PRESSURE GAUGES
, " "I
PRESSURE GAUGES
, " ' ,
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
- THE INSTRUMENT PEOPLE
6 Herbert Place,
Dublin 2.
Tel: (01) 761691 Telex 4789
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Kilcoolishal,
Little Island,
Cork.
Tel: (021) 822224
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Company Name Address Tel. No. Telex No. Product Name
Handcock & Co 133 Dublin Rd., Sutton, 322651 - Bayham
Co. Dublin
Heating Controls & Broomhill Close, Tallaght - - Most Leading
Devices Ltd Co. Dublin
.£
Brands
also at: 768 Upper Newtownards Dundonald -
Rd. Belfast BT160TL 5110 • 747536
Irish Industrial 26 Charles Lane, Dublin 1 740786 25588 Sangamo
Supplies Ltd
Industrial Instruments 6 Herbert Place, Dublin 2 761691 - Fishcher + Porter,
Ltd. also at Kilcoolishal, Little Island, (021) Wilka, Avo, Eil
Cork 22224
M F Kent & Co Ltd Gortnafleur, Clonmel (052) - M.F. Kent
Co. Tipperary 22811
Klockner Moeller (lrI) Ltd 94b Lagan Rd., Dublin 300400 - Klockner Moeller
Ind. Estate, Dublin 11
M.C.W. Ltd 10 Wynnefield Rd. Dublin 6 976729 30217 Blakeborough,
Brannan, Moncrieff
McKenna Ireland Ltd Ardee House, 383337 5671 Airflow
Blanchardstown, Co. Dublin
Manotherm Ltd 4 Walkinstown Rd. 504025 4467 Penn, Reuger,
Dublin 12 Rustrak, Platon,
also at: 10 Knockbracken Park, 645966 - Dwyer, West
Belfast BT6 OHL Barksdale, Revue
Thommen
Measurement Control & Sandyford Ind. Est., 952401 24224 Measurement Con-
Automation Ltd Foxrock, Dublin 18 trol & Automation,
also at: 8 Governors Place, Carrick- 64920 748159 Chessell, Uniloc,
Fergus, Co. Antrim Eurotherm
Midas Safety Systems 10 Tivoli Tee. North, 805521 - Haloteck
Ltd Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin
Pace Engineering Ltd 74b Rathgar Rd. Dublin 6 979025 - Pace
Process Control & Ind. Est. Strawhall, Carlow, (0503) 33039 Eckardt, Peas
Automation Systems Ltd Co. Carlow 42377
Roper Bros. Ltd. 5 South Anne St. Dublin 2 777557 - Venner
Rototherm Precision & 16 Merchants Quay, 771708 - Rototherm
Instrument Co. Ltd. Dublin 8
RSL (lrl) Ltd 48F Robinhood Industrial 508011 4818 Ranco, Robinair
Est., Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
* J J Sampson Ltd Cherry Orchard Ind. 752317 - Danfoss
Est., Dublin 12
Satchwell Control 20 Store St., Dublin 1 724963 - Satchwell
Systems Ltd
Temperature Control Airton Close, Airton Rd. 512634 30641 Lovato, Staesa,
Services Ltd Tallaght, Co. Dublin Robert Shaw,
*Companies marked * are moving office and addresses or phone number may be changing from that listed. We
will publish the new numbers and addresses when available.
Index compiled from information received from companies and additional nformation from Suppliers would be
welcome for the next issue of the Index on Instruments & Controls.
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A Condensed Guide to MANOTHERM activities
Platon
Flowmeter.
1.lr
12
11
10
9
B
Roto-Bindicator.
Platon'M'-valve.
Air operated miniature
control valve
for automatic
control of
most media.
Rueger thermometers.
THE CONTROL CENTRES
Barksdale piston pressure switch
for pressures up to 315 bar.
Phone: 522355.522018. 522229. Telex: 24467
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12
MANOIHERM lID.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
1111111 111111111 11 I 11 1111 I11 11 11111 11111111111111111111_111111111111111111
10 KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT60HL
Separate power supply 24V D.e.
Thermocouples &
resistance
thermometers
West WE 01 process controller
THOMMEN CALIBRATOR EM
~
(SWITZERLAND)
Type EM 421
410 x 260 x 230 mm
approx. 8 kg
96mm square metal case.
PO + PI control action.
Limit comparator & controlling
output option.
Indep. from mains
I
Phone 645966
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Tvpe RT room thermostat from /TT. Simple side-wheel control easy to
read and set. 240V (50HZ) and 24 V (50HZ) versions available. Neon
indicator lamp (except 24 V models).
time in Ireland will be the
specialist range of pressure
measuring instruments and
chemical seals of pressure
measuring instruments and
chemical seals from WIKA
of Germany - the largest
selling gauge manufacturer
in Europe. The Avo and
Megger Range of Instru-
ments, which need little
introduction to Irish Engi-
neers will also be displayed
while one of the record
current recorders will be
continuously monitoring
power consumption on the
stand. I.I.L. are introduc-
ing also the new range of
hand held tachometers on
their exhibit.
/TT Type GAF2 Antijrost thermostat. Monitors rapid fall in ext(,l'Ilul
temperatures to bring on heating before afree~e /lp.
professionally added on to
existing systems and is suit-
able for depots, garages and
domestic premises. C & F
Ltd see all of the forego-
ing as valuable contributi-
ons to low-cost energy
conservation.
IlL
The Fischer and Porter
DC1 4000 system being
introduced to Ireland by
I.I.L. is a complete family
of standard microprocessor
-based products which can
be used in all industries for
process control of continu-
ous or batch operations. As
recently appointed Irish
stockists of Honeywell tem- Food Industry Supplies
perature controllers and Kane-May Limited have
multipoint recorders I.I.L. added two new and impor-
will be displaying this range tant digital thermometers to
with their own temperature their family of pocket-sized
probe range. The new range measuring instruments, the
of E.I.L. pH and dissolved K-M 2002 and the K-M
oxygen instruments includ- 2008. These instruments
ing their novel 7130 have received BASEEFA
"Touchdown DO Meter". approval which also covers
On show also for the first European certification re-
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reducing any tendency to
overheat the premises and
waste energy. Their new
range of ITT room thermo-
stats, type RT, could make
a significant contribution to
total energy-saving in the
home and commercial pre-
mises and the cost compar-
ed to the various forms of
insulation is insignificant.
They do not however, decry
insulation, but simply offer
their range as a practical
first step.
For commercial premises
the ITT Controls Thermo-
Time Regulator is also
available fitted into a
weathertight box.
A neat low-cost solution
to the problem of empty
dwellings during a winter
holiday for example, is the
ITT Control anti frost
thermostat, type GAF2
which monitors rapid falls
in external temperature to
switch on the heating sys-
tem before a freeze-uD. The
type GAF2 is used as an
outside sensor for both
domestic and commercial
central heating, can be
C&FLtd
An answer to energy saving
at low cost may save pros-
pective customers of C & F
Ltd of Dublin many thous-
ands of pounds and make
an immediate contribution
to energy saving during the
coming heating season. The
recent appointment of C &
F Ltd as distributors for
ITT Controls in Ireland has
enlarged their product of-
fering and created new op-
portunities to make money-
saving . recommendations.
Stated simply, their new
philosophy is that before
considering expensive
options to save energy such
as double-glazing, cavity
wall and roof insulation,
hich may cost many
housands of pounds; look
first at savings which can be
achieved for a very modest
outlay by updating the con-
trol thermostat and having
it professionally fitted. In
other words, tackle the
energy consumed at source,
by ensuring that the
thermostat is controlling
accurately and therefore
I
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Kane-May digilallhermomelers.
quirements to IEC/CENE-
LEC/EN 50.014, which al-
lows for the use in a flamm-
able or explosive environ-
ment. The K-M 2002 has a
range of -30°C to + 200°C
and the K-M 2008 has ~
range of -30°C to + 800°C.
The instruments are housed
in strong, impact resistant
ABS cases which have a
clear 12.5mm LCD display.
These features, coupled
with a long battery life
averaging six months, make
both instruments ideal for
on-site use. K-M 2002 and
K-M 2008 will carry indest-
ructible labels denoting the
BASEEFA certificate num-
ber, and a wide selection of
Intrinsically Safe probes
will be available for differ-
ent applications.
For further details and
information please contact:
Food Industry Supplies
Ltd.
J J Sampson
The market for radiator
thermostats increases every
year. Their popularity
results from the fact that
fitting a thermostat to every
radiator in a central heating
system is the only cost
effective method of captur-
ing 'free' heat gains from
the sun, people and appli-
ances, thereby saving fuel
and improving comfort.
The radiator thermostat,
independently preset by the
users, automatically adjusts
the load to the radiator
thereby maintaining a
constant room temperature.
The fuel saving potential is
indicated by a 1°C reducti-
on in room temperature
resulting in a saving of 8010
of that rooms heating costs.
To meet the aesthetic and
energy conservation needs
of this market, expected to
expand rapidly during th
1980's, Danfoss have intro-
duced a range of new radi-
ator thermostats.
Two versions of the new
radiator thermostat are
available: the S series for
domestic systems; the N
series for commercial appli-
cations. Both versions,
available in built-in and
remote sensor types, are
Distributed in Ireland by:
IRISH INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES LTD.
AGENTS & DISTRIBUTORS TO THE ELECTRICAL TRADE
26 Charles Lane, Mountjoy Square, Tel: 740786.
Telex 5588.
Full range available with
• Day Omitting Device
• 36 Hour Spring Reserve
• Changeover Contacts
• Single & Twin Zone Programmers
All Available Ex Dublin Stock
Sangamo
Time Controls
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DANFOSS
GIVE YOU THE CHOICE
INDUSTRIAL RANGE
* Variable Motor Speed Controls
* Solenoid Valves
* Thermostats
* Pressure Switches
* Steam Valves
* Contactors & Motor Switches
* Thermostatic Water Valves
* Humidity Controls
* Flow Meters
HEATING RANGE
* Radiator Thermostats
* H.W. Cylinder Control
* Differential Pressure Regulator
* Weather Compensator
* Pi Motorised Valves
* Return Temperature limiters
* Burner & Boiler Controls
* Solar Energy Controls
* Fan Speed Controllers
REFRIGERATION RANGE
* Thermostatic Expansion Valves
* Sight Glasse'"
* Filter Driers
* Pressure Regulators
* Main Valves
* Pilot Valves
* Capacity Regulators
* liquid Level Controls
* Differential Pressure Switches
Irish Agents For Over 25 Years
J. J. Sampson & Son Ltd.
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10. Phone: 752317
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manufactured in modern
colour combinations to give
a timeless appearance,
essential for a 'long-life'
product.
Danfoss S series radiator
thermostats are suitable for
fitting into existing and new
domestic systems, the over-
all dimensions of the valves
minimising the replacement
work necessary.
Designed for the
demands of commercial
heating systems, e.g. com-
mercial and government
offices, banks, hospitals,
schools etc., the new
Danfoss N series radiator
thermostats offer robust
construction and the facility
for limiting or locking the
temperature at any point in
the 70 - 27°e temperature
range.
A special reinforced ver-
sion of the N series RAVL
radiator thermostat is avail-
able for spaces which have
random or public occupa-
tion.
Valve bodies for the new
Danfoss radiator thermo-
stats are available in angle
and straight patterns with
1Omm, 15mm and 20mm
connections. In addition,
twin-entry valve bodies are
available, with lOmm
connections, for microbore
heating systems.
Popular versions of the
Danfoss S series RAVL
radiator thermostats are
supplied in individual
bubble packs suitable for all
aspects of marketing, to all
sectors of the heating
industry.
The aesthetic appeal of
the new Danfoss radiator
thermostates styling will be
extended to cover the com-
plete range of Danfoss
radiator thermostats.
Manotherm
Revue Thommen AG from
Waldenburg/Switzerland,
well-known over the world
in the field of pressure
measuring, testing and
control equipment for
industry and laboratory, is
filling an important gap in
the market, with their new
pnematic-electronic measu-
ring case type EM. Thommen Calibralor.
ALCO GOES THE
WHOLE ROUTE
HEAD
PRESSURE
CONTROL
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After 21 years of making professional equipment for air and gas movement, our
three divisions have become leaders in their field.
Whether it's fans, instruments or ventilation units, you'll find Airflow
Developments a tower of strength.
Instruments Division Fans Division Aidelle Division
Our Aidelle division specialises in
ventilation for domestic. commercial
and industrial premises. Aidelle is well
known for its leading range of
Loovent extractor units and has
recently introduced an attractive
range of recessed wall fans. These
use the extra power of centrifugal
impellers for more effective
ventilation.
The division also manufactures a
range of flue boosting and dilution
equipment for gas-fired boiler
installations.
The Aidelle Division is handled by
McKenna Distributors Ltd. 2/6 Aston
Quay, Dublin 2. Tel: - 773132
Dundalk 34981/2 Waterford
75931/2
Emergency Ventilation
Our Fans Division has a reputation
for quality and can provide the
economic answer to any fan supply
problem from three categories.
CAT 1 - an extensive stock range of
double and single inlet
blowers.
CAT 2 - blowers built from stock
components to meet special
requirements.
CAT 3 - tailor made fans designed to
meet the most demanding
specifications of equipment
designers.
Instruments
Fans
Aidelle
Emergency Ventilation
Please let me have details of:
Edra Five widely accepted as the
'standard' for precision rotating
vane anemometers, mainsl
battery powered ELECTRONIC
DIRECT READING
ANEMOMETER. Edra Five is
available with either analogue
(125 mm scale) or digital (17.7
mm liquid crystal) displays.
-
-
-
----- ---- ----
I
I Port vent is a compact, portable un,t that qUickly
---~-:t and efficiently provides localtsed ventilation
I -- - -- ~-r--~' Easily carned to the required area. the unit can beJ / - \ • used either to supply fresh air or to remove gashIoj • 1', fumes and dust at a rate of up to 500 cubic fee
I 1-, .~~."...~~ _ per minute. (prOViding they are non-Inflamable)r ~~l Portvent IS Ideal for providing emergency or
-:.J ~~ temporary ventilation. and IS equally useful forI I'~ '. -.~ Direct .cavenging of car
I
NAME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. la"'lIi,~... _.' ", ~ ~ r ~ • exhau.u in ..rvice bl!Y·
. _ ~~ -.. Removal of arc-weldingISTATUS································l·~ . ~ ........ fume. Rapid equipment
COMPANY I!. ~ ~,...", cool,'n"I •ADDRESS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Portable. adaptable; simple to use; economic to
______ run from mains electricity - that's Portvent.I TEL.NO 'j Send today for our new brochure.
---------------
MC IENNA IRELAND LTD.
AIRFLOW DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
caster Rd., High Wycombe, Bucks,
land. Tel 0494 252521Telex 83288.
Ardee House, Blanchardstown
Co. Dublin. Tel: 213988/213337/213203 Telex: 25671.
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The construction of this
new calibrator is based on
the proven measuring case
OM 321, with Thommen
Micromanomete Type 18A
(..±...0.25070) or Type 19A (.±..)
variable bellows, hand
pump, pressure switches
et., which is supplemented
by a Multitester (.±..0.5%).
This instrument functions
with 220V or llOV supply
as well as independent from
mains. The Multitester
allows measuring and simu-
lation of current, voltage
and resistance. The separate
24 Volt DC exit is a further
useful feature. The mains
transformer and the Ni-Cd
accu are incorporated in
one unit that can be pulled
out for work in Ex-Area.
The Thommen Micromano-
meters are also mounted
with plug-in connections,
allowing a rapid changing.
The compactness and
universality of the Thom-
men Calibrator EM permits
to determine or to simulate
precisely numerous pneum-
atic and electric values of
importance in measurem-
ent, control, regulation and
process control.
Revue Thommen AG are
represented in Ireland by
Manotherm Ltd.
Reconair
C E M/Barber Colman con-
trols are represented in the
Republic of Ireland by
Reconair Ltd. of Coolock.
With these combined ranges
they offer up to date con-
trols capable of meeting the
requirements of to-days
industrial and commercial
user. Comprehensive stocks
are carried in Dublin with
commissioning and system
design back-up provided in
Dublin, Limerick and
Galway.
C E M electric and elect-
ric controls are manufactur-
ed by a company founded
in 1938. They were the first
Italian company to manu-
facture controls and had a
complete set of controllers,
acklators and valves for
heating and air condition-
ing. Their electric controls
encompass the wide ranges
necessary with to-days
industries, transducing
temperatures, pressure and
humidity.
They are complemented
by a full range of valve
bodies, butterfly, glade and
section mixing. Glade val-
ves are available as single or
double seat in stainless steel
or incorporating heat dissi-
pation where necessary.
The electronic line 500
are the latest addition to
their range. With these
units most control configur-
ation can be full filled and
on considering the fact that
the AX-500 room detector1
controller is no longer that
a normal room stat one
appreciates C.E.M's mar-
ket conciousness. Control
of mixing box, heating and
cooling batteries incorpora-
ting low-limit functions can
be effected using this unit.
Commercial users are
catered for with the produc-
tion of weather compensa-
tors, optimisers load shead-
ders designed to ensure
economic system operation.
Baber Colman Company
the American corporation
are control manufacturers
since 1927, producing
pneumatic, hydraulic,
electric, solid state compon-
ents and systems.
Reconair rely on Baber
Colman for the supply of
pneumatic controls and
have installed and commis-
sioned a number of subs-
tantial system to date.
In the field of energy
management Barber
Colman offer the Econ-VI
automation systems
designed to maintain a com-
fortable building environ-
ment. They report plant
conditions, equipment mal-
functions security and
safety alarm. System con-
trol consuls range from the
AS-9100 designed to oper-
ate under continous super-
vision control to the A~
9400 available with fo
standard programmes
stop-start-cycle off. 2 auto-
matic limit comparison 3
elapsed run time records 4
maintenance cost manage-
ment.
Optional features are:
intercom, time display slide
projection, lighting bank,
printers and telephone line
measurement control & automation Itd.
now manufactured
in Ireland
meo8urerrent:; cmt:;rol
HEAT METERING SYSTEMS
meosurerrent:;cmt:;rOl
~------4~' Flow ~
: T 1 /' Counlt>r
! ffi Intt>graling
: (Recordt>r
I
fluid flow rates are measured by the most
appropriate method - e.g. by turbine
metering, differential pressure transducer or
non-intrusive ultrasonic techniques.
These temperature and flow signals are fed to
the Computer Module which produces the
appropriate instantaneous heat flow or power
signal in standard form (for indication,
recording and/or integration as required.)
Multi.loop units also available.
Solid-state electronic Computation Modules
ensure the highest reliability and accuracy,
plug-in modules give the added advantage
of easy maintenance. interchangeability and
system flexibility.
Return
?_T2_--;
Lt ~
measurement control & automation Itd.Also available a range of flue gas analysers
C02 & 02 together with a full range of
combustion & efficiency monitoring
instrumentation.
5/7 Castle Park, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 592877/592182/512145
Telex: 24224
8 Governors Place, Carrickfergus,
Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland.
Tel: Carrickfergus 64920 Telex: 748159
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Ranco D22 Demand Dejrosl Conlrol jar heal pumps.
importers and distributors:
Irish Industrial Supplies
Ltd.
Measurement Control &
Automation
Measurement Control &
Automation Limited, is an
Irish independent and
owner managed company
set up in 1972 to provide a
consulting, marketing and
servicing organisation dedi-
cated to process control and
instrumentation engineer-
ing. Since its inception the
company philosophy of
operation in this strictly
defined area has been
rigidly adhered to, with the
result that they now prou-
dly boast that they have
achieved leadership in this
field without digression, or
active involvement in other
engineering disciplines. To
this end the engineering
personnel are all nationally
recognised men whose total
commitment is to the field
of operation in which we
work. The company
pursues a programme of
continuous training and up-
INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLSI
"on"; early "off"; one
hour dials; three hour dials.
All the above switches can
be fitted with solar dials
and also can be supplied
with 36-hour spring reserve.
The S611/2, illustrated in
our advertisement, is fitted
with half day omitting
device.
Central heating program-
mers have become more
popular within the last few
years, and Sangamo have
now introduced two new
low cost programmers to
their range. They are manu-
factured using printed cir-
cuit boards and the latest
assembly techniques, and as
a result the number of
component parts has been
cut by about half.
Extensive market rese-
arch brough in comments
and criticisms about pro-
grammers already on the
market, which have been
taken into account. The aim
was to make them easier to
use and simpler to clean as
well as being better looking.
The above range of
switches are available from
most Electrical wholesalers,
Irish Industrial Supplies
Sangamo time controls
offer a complete range of
time clocks, both for
domestic and industrial ap-
plications.
Sangamo time clocks can
be supplied to perform the
foHowing operations:
simple "on-off" operation;
change over contacts for
use with mini-valves; early
interface. Where necessary
complete environmental
tern are designed and
plied by Reconair
cluding the manufacture
and supply of motive
control panels.
Reconair offer a package
incorporating initial cost
evaluation, supply, installa-
tion commissioning andmai~tenance ensuring sensi-
tive, accurate and depend-
able control systems.
CIM/BARBIR COLIMAN
Range of Products
RXSOO
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
R.K.S.
PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER
V 500
MOTORISED VALVE PG 300A PNEUMATIC VALVE
Reconair Ltd. westinghou·6_Airc_onditio_ning__
Unit 4A Coolock Industrial Estate, Dublin 5. Telephone: (01' 470611·470209 - 470'13 Telex: 31356
Also available on pageboy Tel: (01' 972229 Unit 804 - 547·345
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would otherwise be
necessary.
The Measurement Cont-
rol and Automation 2000
Series flue gas analyser
provides reliable and conti-
nous quantitive analysis of
the concentration of CO.,
and gives a continuo
output which may be
recorded and also displayed
in local or remote analogue
or digital indicators, thus
providing at all times a
knowledge of the C02 con-
tent of the flue gas.
The analyser utilises the
thermal conductivity
principle and a sample of
the gas to be analysed is
passed by a small pump in a
continuous low-flow stream
over a heated tungsten fila-
ment while a second fila-
ment, identical to the
measuring filament and
sealed in clean air, is used as
a reference.
Other applications inc-
lude the continuous monit-
oring of C02 in fruit stores
and the output signal can
also be used for control or
alarm purposes.
INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLS
7lit! Measurement Control & 1U{()/lflft;OIl '"fue gl/.\ l/1Il/1.\·,er.
dating of individuals in the
products which they mar~et
and service, together wIth
independent research and
evaluation of all technology
appearing on this market.
Flue Gas Analyser
The determination of the
percentage of volume of the
Carbon Dioxide concentra-
tion in flue gas in an
Ipproved and reliable guide
to the efficient combustion
of fuels used in industrial
steam-raising plant and
other heating or drying pro-
cesses.
A deficiency in the supply
of combustion-air to the
furnace allows unburned
volatile elements in the fuel
to be discharged into the
atmosphere.
Higher rates of excess
combustion-air allows
otherwise useful heat to be
carried away through the
stack.
Both of the above condi·
tions produce a lowering of
the efficiency of the boiler
or plant, thus requiring a
greater fuel supply than
TA209W
Constant Temperature
Controller.
CONTROLS LTD
TA211T
Air Conditioning
Controller.
TA~[ .
TA210
Heating
Controller.
Automatic Controls -
TA~
Electronic and Pneumatic
Rotating Disc
Valve
Type STM.
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Contact R. Hutton, Area Manager (Ireland), 42 Wesley Lawns, Sandyford Road, Dublin. TeI: Dublin 681355.
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What do JOD fin
Behind
DeDi
Behind each De Dietrich boiler, you will fi
professional designers, consulting engi
contributed to the design of our boile
reputation in foundry work (the qu
Behind De Dietrich boilers, y
about combustion enginee
s and suggestions of
'Iders, All these people
boilers and their
ality standards),
of installation and
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